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ABSTRACT 

In the biographical sketch Countee P. Cullen wrote of himself 

for the Caroling Dusk anthology of 1927, he said, "He has said with 

a reiteration sickening to some of his friends, that he wishes any 

merit that may be in his work to flow from it solely as the expression 

of a poet—with no racial consideration to bolster it up." Yet 

racial consideration pervades his poetry; inescapably the feeling 

emerges from the reading of reviews of his work that critics were 

aware of dealing with the novelty of a black poet. He assumes 

virtually all the stances of protest, and yearns for death when he 

despairs of the effectiveness of protest. He uses Keats as his 

primary model because he feels a kinship with Keats in various ways; 

but, also, it would hardly do for a Negro poet seeking acceptance 

in the Twenties to model himself after such avant-garde poets as 

Pound, and the Imagists, and Eliot. 

A natural outgrowth of Cullen's sense of race is his notion 

of art and the place of race-consciousness in art, particularly 

in poetry. He develops this theme in columns he wrote for Crisis 

and other organs in the middle to late Twenties, as well as in his 

poetry. The Christian element in Cullen's poetry is extremely 

interesting to examine, for his early ambivalence toward "white" 

Christianity and African paganism, gradually changing to acceptance 

of Christian faith, parallels the change in his racial feeling from 

vi 
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earlier protest to later quiet desperation. There is a concomitant 

alteration in the direction of his literary production from poetry 

toward children's literature as he seemed to feel that his poetic 

art was not the effective weapon he had hoped it would be to achieve 

racial equality. There is another important motif in Cullen, his 

courtship of death, which is manifest not only in poems that deal 

specifically with death, but often in his love poems, too. Death 

and love frequently seem inextricably entangled for Cullen as man 

and poet. 

Out of regard for Cullen's poetry as that of'a sensitive 

black man who has won literary prizes as representative of his race, 

there evolved the idea that even if it contains some flaws, it must 

be good and lasting. Literary analysis, however, reveals several 

poetic sins that Cullen commits habitually, some of which are damaging 

enough to lead to the conclusion that he is, in fact, not a first-

rate poet, however interesting he may be as a spokesman for Negroes. 

Cullen remains, for all his crying out for freedom, a slave to 

traditional form, often too obviously manipulating words and lines 

for the sake of regularity of rhyme and meter; he has a penchant 

for cliche and the use of pretty, anachronistic poeticisms. His 

characters in narrative poems (e.g., Jim in "The Black Christ") suffer 

from a clear lack of consistency. Though he has been more than 

once compared with Keats in his sense of death's treading close 

upon the heels of happiness, he is far less subtle than Keats in 

treating so delicate a matter. He is again comparable to Keats in 

his attempt at rich, aesthetic description, but Cullen too frequently 
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appears bathetic. He sometimes fails to know when to end a poem 

or how to sustain a high level of quality through any of his poems 

of considerable length—or even through many of his shorter pieces. 

Yet there is often strength in the cleanliness of Cullen's lines, 

and to know his work is to sense pressures his country forced upon 

him as a black man, and the literary debility America herself has 

suffered for applying those pressures. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the adulation and predictions of a deathless future 

that the poetry of Countee P. Cullen (1903-1946) aroused in the 

1920's and '30's, the poetry has declined into relative obscurity. 

Then and since, there has been a tendency on the part of commentators 

on his verse to praise it, and sometimes to attack it, on the basis 

of its being "Negro poetry"—or, conversely, on the basis of its 

being insufficiently "Negro"; in either case, it has been evaluated 

largely on non-literary grounds. The present dissertation will clarify 

the nature of Cullen*s poetry, insofar as is possible, in literary 

terms. 

To achieve these ends is no simple matter, for Cullen himself 

is ambivalent about his intent, and seems often to vacillate between 

playing the pure aesthete and the racial spokesman. The study will 

in no sense be a sociological tract, but because many of his poems 

and critical attitudes derive from his sense of race, an operating 

definition of "Negro poetry" must first be established, whence it 

can be shown that Cullen, despite his own frequent denials, writes 

a great deal of poetry of this category. Not only will the dissertation 

examine his treatment of the racial theme in his verse and in prose 

pronouncements, but also his handling of other themes, such as 

1 
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religion, death, the nature of poetry, and love, primarily as 

they relate to his race-consciousness. 

Further, the study will examine Cullen's poetic technique, 

one that is extremely traditional, consciously derivative of Keats, 

in a time when the tremor of the Imagist movement is being registered 

among English-language poets everywhere; reasons will be postulated 

for his notable conservatism. Finally, taking account of other 

evaluations of his poetry, too many of which have been tainted by 

racial considerations, the present study will arrive at an assessment 

of Cullen's worth as a poet based on a close reading of the body of 

his work, and not, for good or ill, on his color. Cullen's poetry 

does not permit the critic to forget his Negroness, but the final 

judgment of him as a poet must be made from his poetry alone. 

This goal is made difficult to achieve by the fact that Cullen 

is associated with the "Harlem Renaissance," sometimes referred to 

as the "Negro Renaissance," which are terms used to describe the 

outpouring of literary work by black authors, centered chiefly in 

Harlem, in the Twenties. It coincided with a keen white reading 

audience for novels, short stories, essays and poems describing 

colored life. The kind of life the white readers anticipated was 

generally that involving the seediest aspects of ghetto life or 

the kind of primitivism that reverberated through the poems of 

Cullen that reach out to an idealized African heritage, although he 

avoids pandering to the lowest elements in white taste. Edward 

Margolies characterizes the phenomenon (it scarcely had the coherence 
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of a "movement") as follows: 

The Harlem Renaissance was a swing to romanticism—sometimes 
dangerously racist, sometimes curiously exotic, but always 
self-congratulatory. The trouble is, of course, that roman
ticism by itself projects a cruelly distorted image of the 
Negro experience. No slum dweller, sharecropper, or washroom 
attendant experiences life more intensely for being exotic, 
poor, ignorant or Negro. Whatever pleasure he derives from 
his social activities takes up only a minute proportion of 
his energies, so absorbed is he with the exigencies of physical 
survival. Harlem is not—and never was—a happy jungle, and to 
describe it as such only perpetuates the ministrel stereotype 
in another form. 

The "Renaissance" springs from the need of what was described as 

the "New Negro," the Negro with respect in himself and pride in 

his race, to express himself—in literature, or, in the case of some, 

politically in Marcus Garvey's Back to Africa Movement. It is 

Alain Locke who popularized the epithet "The New Negro" with an 

2 
especially perceptive essay of that name. Locke explains what he 

sees as the transformation of the Negro into a full-fledged man with 

pride of self and of race in terms of the migration of black men from 

the South to urban centres in the North, notably Harlem--"a deliberate 

flight not only from countryside to city, but from medieval American 

to modern." Locke explains the phenomenon in this way: 

Take Harlem as an instance of this. Here in Manhattan 
is not merely the largest Negro community in the world, but 
the first concentration in history of so many diverse elements 
of Negro life. It has attracted the African, the West Indian, 

1. Native Sons: A Critical Study of Twentieth-Century Negro 
Authors (Philadelphia and New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1968), p. 31. 

2. In a collection of essays he edited entitled The New Negro, 
An Interpretation (New York: Albert and Charles Boni, 1925), pp; 3-16. 
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the Negro American; has brought together the Negro of the 
North and the Negro of the South; the man from the city 
and the man from the town and village; the peasant, the 
student, the business man, the professional man, artist, poet, 
musician, adventurer and worker, preacher and criminal, 
exploiter and social outcast. Each group has come with its 
own separate motives and for its own special ends, but their 
greatest experience has been the finding of one another. 
Proscription and prejudice have thrown these dissimilar 
elements into a common area of contact and interaction. 
Within this area race sympathy and unity have determined a 
further fusing of sentiment and experience. So what began 
in terms of segregation becomes more and more, as its elements 
mix and react, the laboratory of a great race-welding. 
Hitherto, it must be admitted that American Negroes have 
been a race more in name than in fact, or to be exact, more 
in sentiment than in experience. The chief bond between 
them has been that of a common condition rather than a 
common consciousness; a problem in common rather than a 
life in common. In Harlem, Negro life is seizing upon its 
first chances for group expression and self-determination. 
It is—or promises at least to be—a race capital. That 
is why our comparison is taken with those nascent centers 
of folk-expression and self-determination which are playing 
a creative part in the world to-day. Without pretense to 
their political significance, Harlem has the same role to 
play for the New Negro as Dublin has had for the New Ireland 
or Prague for the new Czechoslovakia. 

Harlem, I grant you, isn't typical—but it is significant, 
it is prophetic. 

The depth of the white interest in things black may be 

judged by the fact that the audience virtually disappeared and the 

"Renaissance" dissipated with the advent of the hard realities of 

3 
the Depression. The literature the period produced remains, however, 

and has gained renewed importance in the recent resurgence of interest 

in black-American affairs; it is more than time to examine closely 

the poetry of Countee Cullen. 

3. Margolies1 discussion of the "Harlem Renaissance," 
pp„ 30-32 and 35-36, is an excellent one. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DOMINANT RACIAL THEME IN CULLEN'S POETRY 

The cry "Black is Beautiful," a shibboleth among Negroes in 

America seeking to evoke self-esteem within themselves and respect 

among whites, may serve a desirable sociological end, but it cannot, 

of course, be taken as a literary assumption. The poetry of Countee 

Cullen, a black man, it will be shown, is often interesting and some

time poignant, but is too flawed to be regarded as first-rate; indeed, 

how damaging it is to be able to use only the epithets "interesting" 

and "poignant" and little more. It should not be taken as axiomatic 

that it can even be called "black," though it was composed by a 

Negro, for Cullen himself denied that there is such a literary 

phenomenon as "black poetry." In a limited sense, he was correct: 

after all, American Negro poets are American, use, for the most 

part, the idiom of general American English (there are some exceptions 

in dialect poems, but there are white dialect poems as well), and 

heed the same urge to create as their white counterparts--are bound 

to the same Muse, even if they might be reluctant to acknowledge her 

white Attic origins. Cullen summarized his denial of "black poetry" 

in his "Foreword" to the 1927 anthology he gathered of poems by black 

poets, Caroling Dusk, which he carefully subtitled: An Anthology of 

Verse by Negro Poets: the point is an important one, and so it is 

worth quoting the segment of the "Foreword" that pertains: 
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I have called this collection an anthology of verse by Negro 
poets rather than an anthology of Negro verse, since this 
latter designation would be more confusing than accurate. 
Negro poetry, it seems to me, in the sense that we speak of 
Russian, French, or Chinese poetry, must emanate from some 
country other than this in some language other than our own, 
Moreover, the attempts to corral the outbursts of the ebony 
muse into some definite mold to which all poetry by Negroes 
will conform seems altogether futile and aside from the 
facts. This country's Negro writers may here and there turn 
some singular facet toward the literary sun, but in the main, 
since theirs is also the heritage of the English language, 
their work will not present any serious aberration from 
the poetic tendencies of their times. The conservatives, 
the middlers, and the arch heretics will be found among them 
as among the white poets; and to say that the pulse beat of 
their verse shows generally such a fever, or the symptoms 
of such an ague, will prove on closer examination merely the 
moment's exaggeration of a physician anxious to establish 
a new literary ailment. As heretical as it may sound, there 
is the probability that Negro poets, dependent as they are 
on the English language, may have more to gain from the rich 
background of English and American poetry than from any ^ 
nebulous atavistic yearnings toward an African inheritance. 

Cullen is partially right, yes, but he is largely wrong; 

there are issues here more genuine than those raised merely by his 

anxious physician. Of course, American Negro poetry does not exist 

in the linguistic sense of Russian, French, or Chinese poetry, but 

to mention that obvious fact is to camouflage one that should be 

equally obvious. Poets are human beings who organize in verse the 

forces of the lives they share with other humans; they belong to 

and write of a sociological and cultural milieu, which for the black 

American has been in many respects different from that of the white 

American. The black and the white have, theoretically, shared the 

1. "Foreword," Caroling Dusk; An Anthology of Verse by Negro 
Poets, ed. Countee Cullen (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 
1927), pp.xi-xii. 
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same institutions, the same governments, for example, but they have 

seldom shared the same relationships to those institutions. Thus 

insofar as the experiences of the black poet and the white have coin

cided, their poems may be expected to be more or less indistinguishable; 

2 
Cullen had an early and unfortunate marriage before a later, happier 

3 
one, and there is nothing "Negro" about many of his love poems; he 

was profoundly preoccupied with the interplay of death and life, and 

in many of the poems in which he treats this theme, he sounds in attitude 

4 5 
and technique like Housman, or Emily Dickinson, or, above all, like 

John Keats, his acknowledged idol.*' But, where the experiences of 

the black and the white have been fundamentally different, and often 

under conditions coercive for the Negro, the poetry might be expected 

to be different, and an examination of the work of black poets, of 

Cullen himself, shows that expectation to be valid (indeed, the 

impact of different conditions sometimes is felt in areas of universal 

2. Blanche E. Ferguson, Countee Cullen and the Negro 
Renaissance. (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1966), pp.118, 120. 

3. Ibid., pp.160-162. 

4. In, for example, "Song in Spite of Myself," The Black 
Christ and Other Poems (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 
1929), p.51. 

5. Note various pieces in Color (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1925); for example, "For a Virgin" (p.49), "Harsh World That Lashest 
Me" (pp.106-107), and many others. 

6. Aside from the Keatsian echoes throughout his poetry, 
Cullen wrote several poems to or about Keats, and most closely 
identifies with his master in "To John Keats, Poet at Springtime," 
Color, p.104. 
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human experience, in the bitterness of some of Cullen's religious or 

love poems, for instance). That is, there is every reason to anticipate 

that Negro poetry will be distinguishable by an intense concentration on 

the racial theme, because the life from which it springs is of people 

who have been made excruciatingly aware of racial differences, real 

and imagined—and this is, in fact, the case (though it is not to 

say, of course, that every Negro writes his every piece on the theme). 

In general, "Negro poetry" does exist, and most of Cullen's own poetry 

operates under this definition: it is clearly and simply poetry 

arising from the tension between blacks and whites in the United 

States, written from the point of view of the Negro, whether the 

attitude he assumes in a given poem is one of strong protest or of 

placid acceptance. None but a Negro like LeRoi Jones could write 

the bulk of his verse, or a Negro like Gwendolyn Brooks the main 

body of hers, or a Negro like Countee Cullen the majority and the 

most significant of his work. 

In this sense, there is undeniably a Negro poetry, and however 

much, in his laudable desire for integration and his belief in the 

arts without racial boundaries as a means to eradicate racial lines 

in society, he tried to deny the phenomenon, a study of his own verse 

and criticism demonstrates the extent to which he helped to promulgate 

it. In terms of bulk alone, Cullen provides his own proof that his 

denial of Negro poetry was erroneous. He was a sensitive black man 

who heard and heeded the need to try to be a poet in a world that 

made it difficult—when not impossible—for the black; this is the 



most central fact of Cullen's artistic life. Although he could take 

Langs ton Hughes to task in a 1924 review he wrote of The Weary Blues 

for Hughes's having fallen "into that gaping pit that lies before 

all Negro writers, in the confines of which they become racial 

artists rather than artists pure and simple," all seven of Cullen's 

volumes of poetry (including the anthology, Caroling Dusk) are 

racially oriented wholly or in great measure, which is to say 

they they bear the mark that characterizes Negro poetry: the 

venting of feelings toward the racial problem from the Negro point 

of view. 

Cullen's very first collection reveals this proclivity even 

in its title, Color (1925, a year after he had upbraided Hughes), 

and the next book he published, The Ballad of the Brown Girl; An 

g 
Old Ballad Retold (1927), is a single poem dealing with the com

parison of a brown girl and a lily-white maid, and their association 

with a white nobleman; race is the forceful undertow pulling in 

this interpretation of the love triangle. Subsequent volumes contain 

a great number of poems touching matters racial, gathered normally 

in a section called "Color." And despite his protestations during 

his lifetime against being known as a racial poet—not to say a'gainst 

7. "Poet on Poet" (Review of Langs ton Hughes's The Weary 
Blues), Opportunity. IV (February 1926), 74. 

8. (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1927). 
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the existence of a category of poetry called "Negro"—the volume 

9 
On These I Stand (1947), which comprises all the pieces for which 

he wanted to be remembered (he collected the poems before his death, 

and the book was published posthumously), is considerably more than 

half devoted to poems on the racial theme. His voice was not as 

strident in protest as that of other black poets of his time, Langston 

Hughes, say, or Claude McKay crying out "If We Must Die" "To the 

White Fiends,""''^ and perhaps it is because he did not want to be a 

protesting writer of Negro poetry that his voice sometimes sounds 

effete. But disclaimers though he may issue, admonitions to other 

black poets though he may minister, the body of his work shows him to 

be a writer of Negro verse. 

There is more evidence attesting to Cullen's particular 

race-consciousness than just the volume of his poetic output. He 

produced a number of magazine pieces from 1926 to 1929 that reflect 

much of his notion of the relationship between race and literature; 

chiefly, these were in the form of a literary column, "The Dark Tower," 

he wrote for Opportunity, the Urban League organ, while he was a 

member of the editorial staff. Taken as a whole, these articles 

suggest not only that Cullen was deeply concerned with racial matters, 

9. (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1947). 

10. In Selected Poems of Claude McKay (New York: Bookman 
Associates, 1953), pp.36 and 38. 

11. Ferguson, pp.77 ff. 
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but that he was ambivalent in his attitudes toward them. His comments 

seem to stem not only from his conventional religious upbringing in 

Harlem by the Reverend Frederick A. Cullen (pastor of the Salem 

12 
Methodist Church) and his wife; and his conservative education 

at DeWitt Clinton High School, in New York; New York University (where 

he took his B.A. with honors); and Harvard (where he received an 

13 
M.A. degree); but also from the pressure of being a bit ashamed 

of being colored and wanting to fit into the white world on the one 

hand, while feeling a strong sense of pride in and allegiance to his 

race on the other. The impact upon him of the blanched environment 

in which he was educated can only be surmised. In the review of 

The Weary Blues in which he warns Langston Hughes against the menace 

of becoming a "racial artist," Cullen seems rather abashed by the 

jazz beat in Hughes's poems. He questions whether the jazz poem 

is not too exciting, in the manner of the revival meeting: "I wonder 

if the quiet way of communing is not more spiritual for the God-seeking 

14 
heart," he asks—which is to say that the jazz pieces of The Weary 

Blues are not sufficiently dignified for Cullen. Yet in the "Dark 

Tower" column of December 1926,while apologizing for earlier boosting 

a young poet named Chaliss Silvay under the mistaken impression that 

12. Ibid., pp.11 ff. 

13. Ibid., pp.21-22, 27-28, 36-38, 48, 56, 60. 

14. "Poet on Poet," Opportunity, IV (February 1926), 74. 

15. Opportunity, IV, 338. 
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Silvay was "of our pigmentary persuasion," Cullen claims "reason for 

a proper pride in us that 'one of ours' had a hand in it"—that is, 

16 
in the publication by Silvay of some poems. There is no cause 

to believe that Cullen is guilty of hypocrisy; far from it. But 

his periodical material does indicate that he is a man pulled 

by allegiances not easy to reconcile. It must be remembered 

that the very nature of his position in journalism, that of literary 

writer for a Negro journal,forced him to focus upon the 

association between Negroes and the arts, both within and without 

the Negro community. Even if he wished to assume a "neutral," that 

is, "non-black" perspective, always it was incumbent upon him to 

interpret the world of letters exactly from the vantage point the 

title of his column suggests—"The Dark Tower." This is a matter of 

16. A few months later, in "The Dark Tower," Opportunity, V 
(March 1927), 87, Cullen defends the actions of the Negro heroine 
of a play, Stigma, by Dorothy Manley and Donald Duff; in the play, 
set in the South, the girl has been made pregnant by a white man, 
who offers to marry her, and Cullen is evidently annoyed that white 
critics cannot comprehend what motivates the Negro girl in her 
refusal: "Mina, the colored girl in the play, does not reject the 
white father of her unborn because either he or she is against 
miscegenation. The pivot of her refusal is that she feels that she 
as an individual is superior to this clay-footed god." And he 
continues, implying much about his sense of and wishes for race 
relations; "Not one of the critics seems to have an adequate notion 
what sort of person Mina really was; they all took her at face value 
as 'a Negro maid of all work1 not seeing that she wore a mask, to 
protect her intelligence which would have been objectionable in 
the South." 

17. And more than one really, for he was not only on the 
editorial staff of the Urban League publication, Opportunity, but 
also a contributor to the organ of the N.A.A.C.P., Crisis. 
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emphasis, of course, for he could and did recommend literature not 

written by or about Negroes, A.E. Robinson's Tristram, for example, 

18 
and Dorothy Parker's Enough Rope. But mainly he could not forget 

that—he was a Negro contributing to a Negro periodical, even if he 

did forget to be consistent in his views within the limits of his 

situation. 

It might be possible, though not easy, to reconcile the 

attitudes reflected in the Weary Blues review and in the pride 

Cullen expresses in the help a Negro gave the white poet Silvay. 

But how can the Hughes review be squared with that of Amy Springarn.-'s 

19 
Pride and Humility, in which Cullen finds the poet's "clearest ( 

20 
notes in those poems which have a racial framework"? It seems 

to be to Hughes's detriment that he should make "Negro poetry," but 

to Miss Springarn's credit; at least, she is at her best when she is 

being a "racial artist." If any pattern can finally be discerned 

in Cullen's prose discussions, it is basically this: the conflict 

he suffered between pride in the black (perhaps tainted with a trace 

of shame) and drive to achieve harmony with the white (if not to 

simply placate the white) stimulates a tendency to urge caution, a 

soft blackness that will be pleasing to the whites. There is no 

18. "The Dark Tower", Opportunity, V (August 1927), 241. 

19. "The Dark Tower", Opportunity, V (April 1927), 119. 

20. In the same review Cullen finds little else for which to 
praise the poet. He accuses her of being "too yielding to the bland
ishments of the obvious word, phrase and rhyme"—an appraisal 
ironically appropriate to Cullen's own poetry. 
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premeditated Uncle Tom-ism implied here, but a genuine altruistic 

hope to attain respect and equality between races, and to use art 

as a means to that end. Militancy might be offensive to whites; 

so might something as Negroid as jazz poetry. To protest decorously, 

however, and to expose the Negro's plight in a palatable way might 

effect change. "Decorously" and "palatable" are the operative words, 

21 
as Cullen makes clear in a "Dark Tower" exhortation of March 1928. 

He observes that "American life is so constituted, the wealth of 

power is so unequally distributed that whether they relish the 

situation or not, Negroes should be concerned with making good 

impressions [italics inserted here to stress this basic tenet of 

Cullen1s view]." There are things, Cullen insists, that must be 

hidden in order to make those impressions; the Negro must remove 

his heart from public exhibition: 

The sins committed under shibboleths of art and truth are many, 
but we doubt if art and truth glibly flowing from the tongue 
are extenuating enough alibis. There is no more childish 
untruth than the axiom that the truth will set you free; in 
many cases it will merely free one from the concealment of 
facts which will later bind you hand and foot in ridicule 
and mockery. Let art portray things as they are, no matter 
what the consequences, no matter who is hurt, is a blind 
bit of philosophy. There are some things, some truths of 
Negro life and thought, of Negro inhibitions, that all Negroes 
know, but take no pride in. To broadcast them to the world 
will but strengthen the bitterness of our enemies, and in 
some instances turn away the interest of our friends. Every 
phase of Negro life should not be the white man's concern. 

There are, then, for Cullen, secret and shameful Negro things that 

should remain secret; and even those that are public should not 

21. Opportunity, VI, 90. 
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necessarily command the attention of the black artist merely because 

22 
he is black. Further, the implication of a reply Cullen wrote 

to an article by Frank Luther Mott called "The Harlem Poets," in 

Midland (May 1927) , is that the black artist ought to write of the 

experiences Negroes share with whites, and not concentrate especially 

upon "Negro experiences." Mott had urged Negro writers not to imitate 

white forms and values, not to forget "the materials of Negro life." 

Cullen's rebuttal was to argue for a more complete freedom than Mott 

would allow: 

The mind of man has always ridden a capricious wandering 
nag, that just will not stay reined.... Let us not ... 
be stricken into such dire lamentation when the Negro goes 
excursioning. Let the test be how much of a pleasant day 
he himself has had, and how much he has been enabled to 
impart to us. 

A logical extension of Cullen's insistence on freedom for 

the Negro artist to draw upon any sort of material for his work is 

his belief that the artist owes fealty to art before race. In the 

23 
"Introduction" to Four Negro Poets, Alain Locke contended that 

"the present-day Negro poet regards his racial heritage as a more 

precious endowment than his own personal genius, and to the common 

legacy of his art adds the peculiar experiences and emotions of his 

folk." Although by the time Locke made this declaration, Cullen 

had written sufficient poetry of racial awareness to justify his 

22. In "The Dark Tower," Opportunity, V (June 1927), 180. 

23. Pamphlet with works by Claude McKay, Langston Hughes, 
Jean Tooxaer, and Countee Cullen, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1927). 
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inclusion in the generalization, Cullen went immediately to the 

trouble of disagreeing with Locke. He wrote: 

As one, to a slight extent, in the know of things, we have 
serious doubts that Negro poets feel themselves more 
strongly obligated to their race than to their own degree 
of personal talent.24 

He admitted that two of the poets represented in Four Negro Poets 

might subscribe to Locke's ideas (undoubtedly McKay and Hughes), 

but others (he himself and Jean Toomer of those represented in Locke's 

25 
pamphlet) "are less racially altruistic." 

These portions of Cullen's prose pieces shed light into the 

rational construct he evolved of the relationship between poetry 

and race: his obligation was to his "own degree of personal talent" 

and he believed himself to be "less racially altruistic" than some 

poets—and than some readers of his poetry, including Locke, thought 

him to be. The question as to which assessment of Cullen is more 

accurate, his own or Locke's is to be answered hereafter, but it should 

first be pointed out to his credit that Cullen's intention not 

to be restricted by racial ties leads to a praiseworthy sense 

of fairness in his periodical writing—even if it leads, too, to the 

24. "The Dark Tower," Opportunity, V (July 1927), 210. 

25. By way of proof of his dissent from Locke's statement, 
Cullen was at pains in the same column to declare: "Lest the readers 
of this column should imagine we believe the most interesting literature 
being written is that dealing with the Negro, we should like to recom
mend as constituting the most enjoyable reading we've done in many a 
day the following books: The King's Henchman by Edna St. Vincent 
Millay, Tristram by Edwin Arlington Robinson, and Go She Must by 
David Garnett." 
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kind of self-contradiction that has been demonstrated. A few instances 

of his impartiality have been briefly noted. An excellent example 

is contained in an account he wrote of a visit he had in Paris with 

Madame Claire Goll, a French novelist and Negrophile, who had recently 

written a novel, Le Negre Jupiter Enleve Europe, on the theme of 

26 
miscegenation. His hostess was of the opinion that the vein of 

white American literature had been utterly depleted, and the only 

promising mine of future American letters was Negro literature. 

With gentle humor, Cullen recounts his reaction, though perhaps in 

his humor there is couched a hint of the- mixed loyalties that tugged 

at him: 

In vain I mention some names: Frost and Robinson and Millay; 
Anderson and Cather and O'Neill; timidly X venture the opinion 
that these are names before whom it is just to bow below the 
knee, and that their ore does not seem to have run out. 
Madame makes me feel that I am recreant, disloyal, a literary 
heretic, a blind man stumbling along in the light of the new 
day. Just archly enough not to offend me, yet accusingly, 
she turns to one of my poems, and indicts me for my love 
of Keats, for concerning myself with names like Endymion 
and Lancelot and Jupiter.. It is on the tip of my tongue to 
ask why Keats himself should have concerned himself with 
themes like Endymion and Hyperion, but I am drinking Madame's 
tea.... Later, out in the cool Parisian air, I ponder where 
all this will lead us. Must we, willy-nilly, be forced into 
writing of the old atavistic urges, the more savage and 
none too beautiful aspects of our lives? May we not chant 
a hymn to the Sun God if we will, create a bit of phantasy 
in which not a spiritual or a blues appears, write a tract 
defending Christianity, though its practitioners aid us so 
little in our argument; in short do, write, create, what we 
will, our only concern being that we do it well and with all 
the power in us? Ah, Madame, I have drunk your tea and read 
your book and thought you a charming hostess, but I have not 
been converted. 

26. "Countee Cullen on Miscegenation," Crisis, XXXVI (November 
1929), 373. 



And so, indeed, Cullen was not converted, not then by Madame Goll, 

nor at any other time, as far as can be determined, by anyone else. 

But that in which he was not altered was his intellectual conception 

of poetry and race. Even in this, there was ambivalence, though he 

generally adhered to the proposition that art came first for any 

artist, well ahead of race. But the writing of poetry is not entirely 

an act of the intellect (though this supposition may be arguable in 

the case of a few, perhaps, such as Milton); it is a matter of exer

cizing intellectual control upon visceral reactions to life, and for 

Countee Cullen, that meant imposing rational control over the visceral 

reactions of a Negro living the black experience. It is true that 

he was less isolated from white life than many black men, but this 

was in part the mixed blessing that accounts for the disparity in 

point of view among some of his critical pieces, and the clear incon

gruity between his artistic racial theory and his poetic practice. 

An examination of his poetry will disclose that more than just in 

mass, but in the range and importance of themes, Cullen was a writer 

of Negro verse; that Alain Locke's categorizing of Cullen's poetry 

was more valid than the poet's own; that Negro poetry is a matter 

of theme and vantage—or disadvantage—point, and not of the inclusion 

of spiritual and blues elements, or the jazz rhythms he deprecated 

in Hughes. 

The first relatively important poem Cullen composed was the 

long Ballad of the Brown Girl, published as a separate volume in 1927. 
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He wrote it as a sophomore at New York University, and it won second 

prize in the national Witter Bynner poetry contest for undergraduates, 

27 
an award by the Poetry Society of America. It is indisputably 

racial—in terms of the definition effective here, "Negro poetry." 

To begin with, Cullen failed to discover until much later that the 

term "brown girl" as it was used in the old English ballad upon 

which his version was based had no racial connotation at all, but 

28 
was only a designation for a peasant girl. In the Cullen poem, 

29 
the love triangle of the original, a gory ballad in which the man 

and his two lovers all perish, is transformed so that the following 
Vv 

occurs: a peer named Lord Thomas is in love with "the lily-white 

maid," an appellation used interchangeably with "Fair London" and 

30 
"pride /of all possible sections of the country/ of all the south"; 

prodded by his grasping mother, though, the white man chooses to marry 

31 
instead "the dark Brown Girl who knows/ No more defining name." 

This decision is taken solely for economic reasons and despite Lord 

27. Ferguson, p.39. Miss Ferguson appends the surprising 
piece of information that George Lyman Kittredge at Harvard saw the 
poem and wrote to Cullen to say that he believed it to be "the finest 
literary ballad he had ever read!" 

28. Ibid. 

29. See Arthur Quiller-Couch, ed., The Oxford Book of Ballads 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910), pp.800-801, or MacEdward Leach, The 
Ballad Book, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), pp.678-679. 

30. The Ballad of the Brown Girl, p.l. 

31. Ibid. 



Thomas's awareness that "bitter tongues have worn their tips/ In 

sneering at her shame." After the white peer marries the Brown 

Girl for material gain, Fair London plays a scene at the reception 

during which she wears her bitter tongue berating miscegenation: 

"only the rose and the rose should mate,/ Oh, never the hare and 

32 
the hound." True, the Brown Girl mortally stabs the lily-white 

maid, but only after her new white husband has failed to defend her 

against the verbal abuse; before this, she has succeeded in keeping 

33 
"her passions underfoot/ Because she comes of kings" (the theme 

of high African lineage concealed by menial Negroes in an ambient 

white environment, as will be seen, appears elsewhere in Cullen). 

Where Lord Thomas is slow to avenge the insult to his brown wife, 

he is unhesitating and brutal in punishing the Brown Girl for the 

murder of the white one; he throttles her with her own long hair. 

Only his own death inevitably remains to be brought about, and the 

explicit moral is that because he has permitted his mother to convince 

34 
him to barter "love/ For gold or fertile lands," he has brought 

disaster upon one and all. Of special interest here is that while 

the sacrifice of love for economics is of importance to the ballad, 

the racial dimension is measurable also: love, for the lord, is white, 

as he isi riches are personified in black, as are also forces of 

32. Ibid., p. 6. 

33. Ibid., p. 7. 

34. Ibid., p. 9. 
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passion and vitality (that is, Fair London is poor and insipid by 

comparison with the Brown Girl); and at the end of the poem, "The 

Brown Girl sleeps at her true lord's feet,/ Fair London by his side"— 

a noteworthy positioning of the two women in relation to the white 

lord. 

There are a group of racial sub-themes in Cullen directly 

suggested by "The Ballad of the Brown Girl" or related to the racial 

ideas found there. Arthur P. Davis refers to Cullen's absorption 

35 
with Africa as "the alien-and-exile theme," which he describes 

well as "an implied contrast between the Negro's present state as 

an oppressed alien and that happy existence long, long ago in his 

36 
native land." Color, Cullen's first volume and, in terms of critical 

acclaim and his own sensibility, his best, provides a number of 

representative poems that reflect many of the racial sub-themes; it 

is fair to say "representative" because even shortly before his 

death, as he selected the poems that he wishes to be remembered by 

in the volume On These I Stand, Cullen chose an inordinately large 

number of poems from Color. Touching directly on the matter of African 

heritage alluded to in the case of the Brown Girl are such verses as 

37 
"A Song of Praise," in which he describes his dark love, whose 

35. "The Alien-and-Exile Theme in Countee Cullen's Racial 
Poems," Phylon, XIV, iv (Fourth Quarter 1950), 390-400. 

36. In Davis's interesting discussion, he identifies aspects 
of the theme in his own system as the need to outdo the white man; 
to escape; to retaliate; finally, to reach out toward Christian 
acceptance or suicide. 

37. Color, p.4. 
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walk is the replica of a barbaric African dance, as more desirable 

38 
than the reader's white one; "Fruit of the Flower," in which he 

39 
speaks of racial memories; and notably "Atlantic City Waiter" and 

40 
"Heritage." In the former, the waiter must disavow half his pride, 

and wear an acquiescent mask, though his dexterity embodies the 

history of "Ten thousand years on jungle clues." The longer "Heritage" 

is an attempt to determine what Africa means to the speaker: finally, 

he realizes that it is his essential soul that must be suppressed 

in a civilization that is inimical to it. He concludes: 

All day long and all night through 
One thing only must I do: 
Quench my pride and cool my blood, 
[even as the Atlantic City waiter does] 
Lest I perish in the flood. 
Lest a hidden ember set 
Timber that I thought was wet 
Burning like the dryest [sic] flax, 
Melting like the merest wax, ^ 
Lest the grave restore its dead. 
Not yet has my heart or head 
In the least way realized 
They and I are civilized. 

In the very beat is the tension between the coolness of the civilization 

in which he must live externally and the smoldering racial force that 

38. Ibid., p.24. 

39. Ibid., p.10. 

40. Ibid., .36 ff. 

41. This sort of sentiment sounds very much like that expressed 
by Malcolm X, in the first part of his Autobiography, before he 
decided to take a stand markedly different from Cullen's. 
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Cullen believes he carries within. At times, he believes further 

that Negroes, in general, feel the embers inside, the sort of heat 

that makes the Brown Girl more passionate than the lily-white maid. 

42 
This idea reverberates in "Song of Praise," not to be confused 

with the earlier "A Song of Praise" in Color: 

Who lies with his milk-white maiden, 
Bound in the length of her pale gold hair, 
Cooled by her lips with the cool kiss laden 
He lies, but he loves not there. 

Who lies with his nut-brown maiden, 
Bruised to the bone by her sin-black hair 
Warmed with the wine that her full lips trade in, 
He lies, and his love lies there. 

\ 

It is hardly possible to regard this piece as other than black verse; 

associated with the Caucasian are milkiness, pallor, coolness, finally 

lovelessness; with the Negro, sensuality, warmth, color in all senses, 

and the capacity for love. The poem appeared some half dozen years 

after the writing of The Ballad of the Brown Girl and indicates 

a racial presupposition that remained with Cullen in the face of 

his sincerely wanting and working for equality of race. It betrays 

precisely the "nebulous atavistic yearnings toward an African 

inheritance" that he preferred to deny. The constant paradox is 

42. The Black Christ and Other Poems (New York and London: 
Harper and Brothers, 1929), p.66. The poem appears in the section 
entitled "Color." 
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there: Two poems before "Song of Praise" in The Black Christ and 

43 
Other Poems, Cullen stands up defiantly "To Certain Critics" who 

have called him "traitor" for being insufficiently black as a poet. 

He proclaims that "never shall the clan/ Confine my singing to its 

ways/ Beyond the ways of man." And he explains why he rejects racial 

poetry: 

No racial option narrows grief, 
Pain is no patriot, 
And sorrow plaits her dismal leaf 
For all as lief as not, 
With blind sheep groping every hill, 
Searching an oriflamme, 
How shall the shepherd heart then thrill 
To only the darker lamb. 

Between this disclaimer and the "Song of Praise," in which the heart 

44 
does "thrill to only the darker lamb," is the poem "Black Majesty, 

loftily celebrating the achievement of Christopher, Dessalines, and 

L'Ouverture, who were kings "albeit they were black." 

All the aspects of the broader racial theme are interrelated, 

of course, and categories are delineated for convenience. Another, 

closely related to the sense of heritage, is the feeling of being 

43. Ibid., p.63. As Bertram L. Woodruff points out in 
"The Poetic Philosophy of Countee Cullen," Phylon, I, iii (Third 
Quarter 1940), p.220, Cullen wrote this poem out of his controversy 
with James Weldon Johnson, Alain Locke, Harry Alan Potamkin, and 
others, who held that the colored poet in the United States should 
work out, like Synge in Ireland, a new and distinctive form of 
expression." See James Weldon Johnson, The Book of American Negro 
Poetry (New York, 1922), pp.xl-xli; and Harry Alan Potamkin, "Race 
and A Poet," The New Republic, LII (1927), 218. 

44. Ibid., p.64. 
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45 
tortured for being black in a white milieu. "Incident" encapsulates 

all the speaker recalls of a stay in Baltimore at the age of eight: 

a little boy sticking his tongue out at him on a bus and calling 

46 
him "Nigger." "Yet Do I Marvel" is probably the poem of Cullen 

that has been most frequently reprinted; in it the speaker 

acknowledges his Christian acquiescence to various natural and 

mythical horrors, from the blinding of the mole to the torture of 

Tantalus and Sisyphus, but his acceptance fails him at what he takes 

to be the most curious of all God's works: "Yet do I marvel at this 

curious thing:/ To make a poet black, and bid him sing!" James Weldon 

Johnson has called the last two lines of this poem, those just cited, 

47 
"the two most poignant lines in American Literature." Surely, in 

spite of Johnson's hyperbolic judgment, the final couplet does 

suggest "an infinity of irony and bitterness, and pathos and tragedy," 

coming as it does after an assertion of Cullen's faith, notwithstanding 

sundry other horrid mysteries. 

On the issue of miscegenation raised in "The Ballad of the 

Brown Girl," Cullen offers a brief, simple comment on the result of 

48 
the practice in the piece "Near White": 

45. Color, p.15. 

46. Ibid., p.3. J. Saunders Redding takes the title of 
his book on Negro culture and thought in America, To Make a Poet 
Black (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1939), from 
the last line of the poem. 

47. Black Manhattan, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1930), 
p.268. 

48. Color, p.11. 
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Ambiguous of race they stand, 
By one disowned, scorned of another, 

Not knowing where to stretch a hand, 
And cry, "My sister" or "My brother." 

The poem thus echoes Fair London's admonition against intermarriage 

in the ballad. Another of the themes hinted at in the ballad, that 

of racial union in death (the Brown Girl and Fair London may be 

"properly" segregated in death according to the mores of society, 

but they are also ultimately levelled), is developed more fully in 

49 
"To a Brown Boy"; here the speaker exhorts a broxm boy to heed 

his natural sexual urges toward a brown girl, for all is equalized 

in death: "Men will not ask if that rare earth/ Was white flesh 

once, or brown." 

To an extent, any categorizing of various facets of the' larger 

theme of race depends on the tone in a given poem—more precisely 

in time of racial tension, on what the listener hears the tone to 

be. In his first volume, Cullen can be defiant (or "militant," to 

trade in current coin), as in "To My Fairer Brethren,in which 

he demands, since he has bought them, the right to "wear my wreaths 

a bit/ Rakishly and proud." This is the proud side of Cullen's Negro 

verse, the side that can express the debt the white man owes the 

black. It campaigns without table-thumping or name-calling; it is 

a rapier when it appears, not a mace, for it uses the weapon of irony 

49. Ibid., p.8. 

50. Ibid., p.23. 
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for its effect. The title of "To My Fairer Brethren" is ironic 

because, playing on the double meaning of "fair," the speaker accuses 

even the more just whites of demanding triple proof that he can 

equal them; the implications for whites less fair are indeed incrim

inating. He uses the same weapon to drive home the same notion in 

other verses, as in the short "For a Lady I Know" in the same 

51 
collection: 

She even thinks that up in heaven 
Her class lies late and' snores, 

While poor black cherubs rise at seven 
To do celestial chores. 

The poem, short as it is, and certainly not a remarkable short poem, 

does show the kind of racial material from which Cullen's infrequent 

52 
humor, an ironic humor, is almost always derived. 

There is no discernible change in the attitudes of the actual 

black poetry Cullen wrote after the Twenties. In a poem addressed 

to American poets in the 1935 volume-, The Medea and Some Poems, he 

complains that they have ignored the Scottsboro Case, though they 

sang "sharp and pretty/ Tunes for Sacco and Vanzetti"; ironically, 

53 
he wonders why (and perhaps more ironically, the collections of 

51. Ibid., p.50. 

52. James Weldon Johnson notes this, too, in Black Manhattan, 
p.270. 

53. "Scottsboro, Too, Is Worth Its Song," The Medea and Some 
Poems (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1935), pp.96-97. 
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Cullen himself are bare of Scottsboro material, although The Black 

Christ and Other Poems does contain a piece on the injustice of the 

54 
Sacco and Vanzetti verdict). If an alteration is detectable in 

Cullen's work between the publication of The Black Christ and Other 

Poems in 1929 and his death in 1946, it is less a striking reduction 

in the amount of Negro verse included in his poetic output than a 

marked decrease in total literary production. It is as if from time 

to time he still had to speak out but had basically despaired of 

effecting racial change through his art. In The Medea and Some 

Poems some Negro verse is to be found; On These I Stand (1947), 

intended by Cullen to be a summary of his poetic life, contains only 

six previously uncollected poems, and though much of the book is 

Negro poetry reprinted from past volumes, one of the six only, "A 

55 
Negro Mother's Lullaby " (subtitled "After visiting John Brown's 

Grave"), is written explicitly from the Negro point of view. Implicitly, 

another of the six, "Karenga ya Marenge""^ is associated with the 

body of Cullen's racial poetry through its resentment of the fact 

that Gandhi's words go unheeded, partly because they were not uttered 

in English, partly for racial reasons: 

54. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.36. 

55. On These I Stand, pp.165-166. Cullen indicates that 
this was written in August 1941. 

56. Ibid., p.167. The poem is dated August 1942, and the 
title is translated by Cullen as "Do or die." 
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Is it the hue? Is it the cast of eye, 
The curve of lip or Asiatic breath, 
Which mark a lesser place for Gandhi's cry 
Than "Give me liberty or give me death!" 

The diminution of Cullen's literary output after 1929 may be attri

buted to two causes: His biographer, Blanche Ferguson, believes 

that when things failed to improve for Negroes in the early time 

of the Depression, "he was thoroughly convinced that he needed a 

permanent job to supplement his income from writing and lecturing. 

It may also be inferred from the direction toward which he turned 

that he felt it was better to fight at least some of his racial 

fight by dealing with the minds of children. At all events, he took 

58 
a teaching job in December 1934, and remained a teacher until the 

time of his death. Certainly his teaching career subtracted from 

the time he could assign to his literary one. Most of his literary 

production after 1934, in fact all through the Thirties until his 

59 
death in 1946, was aimed at children, in such items as The Lost 

Zoo (stories in verse written, in collaboration with the imaginary 

C*\ristopher Cat, for children), 1940; My Lives and How I Lost Them 

57. Countee Cullen and the Negro Renaissance, p.143, 

58. Ibid., pp.143 ff. 

59. He did publish a novel. One Way to Heaven (New York: 
Harper and Brothers), in 1932, satirizing the Harlem social structure; 
the Medea volume in 1935; and the final testament, On These I Stand 
in 1947 (posthumous). He also collaborated with Arna Bontemps on • 
a play, "St. Louis Woman," which was never published but was produced 
in New York in 1946. 
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(stories for children continuing on with the aid of Christopher Cat 

from The Lost Zoo), 1942; the unpublished "The Little Zoo," and 

"The Adventures of Monkey Baboon. 

The racial disillusionment Cullen must have had imposed upon 

him as a sensitive young man could only have been immeasurably deep. 

He succeeded in white academe and must have been extremely hopeful 

until he grew older and looked carefully lbout him. At the age of 

only twenty, in 1923, he delivered a speech in Town Hall, New York, 

61 
under the auspices of the League of Youth, in which he compared 

young Negroes to youth everywhere (he used the example of the German 

Youth Movement) "mapping out a programme for itself, ... banding 

together in groups whose members have a common interest." He thought 

the movement among Negro youth held out cause for optimism, unosten

tatious though it was: 

I may say that the majority of people, even my own people, 
do not realize that we are having a movement at all. It 
is not crying itself from the house tops. It is a somewhat 
subsurface affair like a number of small underground currents, 
each working its individual way along, yet all bound at 
length to come together. 

Cullen sensed three cohesive elements he believed Negroes, in general, 

had in common: first the emphasis on education; second, the 

observation that "The New Negro is changing somewhat in his 

attitude toward the Deity," that he is not becoming irreverent, but rather 

60. Margaret Perry, "A Bio-Bibliography of Countee P. Cullen, 
1903-1943," M.A. thesis, Catholic University of America, June 1959. 

61. "The League of Youth," Crisis, XXVI (August 1923), 
167-168. 



less dependent, less inclined to "let God do it"; third, the 

conviction that the older generation of Americans, white and black, 

must attain a greater measure of understanding. It is clear that 

the speech was an extremely personal pronouncement, based on Cullen's 

particular experience as a young black man. Nearly four years later, 

62 
in a "Dark Tower" review of Devt .e Allen's article "The New White 

Man" (in World Tomorrow, March 1927), Cullen is still decidedly 

hopeful, for the future if not the present. Allen cries out for 

the white man to exorcize his demons, which he enumerates in calling 

for "loss of supremacy; reduction of economic gain, racial inter

marriage." Allen forecasts: "The new white man will burst the bonds 

of superstition. He will scotch them and the basic one on which 

they rest, the general faith in white supremacy." Cullen responds: 

Other bonds which the writer calls upon the new white man 
to break are those of economic dependency and fear. The 
road mapped out is certainly not unfamiliar with any of us; 
it is up hill and hard climbing all the way, with the crest 
still hidden from view. Let us hope that the new Negro and 
the new white man will soon be able to clasp congratulatory 
hands at the summit. 

Cullen's fundamental optimism and gentleness never permanently altered; 

but if in the Negro poetry he wrote he deviates sometimes from that 

outlook to a greater or lesser degree, that is because he wanted 

to hope, dared to hope, but was thwarted in ways like that described 

in the following account of his first trip to the deep South (remember 

his bitter verse recollection of his childhood experience in Baltimore) 

62. Opportunity, V (April 1927), 118. 



We journeyed late last month for the first time to the far 
South, passing with some slight tremors of the heart through 
Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and a bit of Alabama to 
Talledega, a fair college brimming with young Negroes intent 
on drinking at the Pierian well despite the indifference of 
their native states. We had our Pullman reservation from 
New York, and so were not made to change at Washington, 
although in the wash room next morning a young Georgian 
returning home from West Point without benefit of sheepskin 
informed us casually and somewhat proudly that he didn't 
think we could get a reservation on our way back. We 
thanked him.^ 

Cullen and his companions got to Talledega without further incident 

and enormously enjoyed their visit; he reports the return journey: 

When leaving next morning, we had to ride a little way in 
the Jim Crow section, three hours before picking up our reser
vations at Atlanta. But what- could the white man sitting in 
the coach in which we were not allowed know of the memories 
we had to keep us company? Three hours of enforced segregation 
pass all too soon when one can muse on Tourgee du Bose £one 
of the Negroes he met at the college, along with Frank Harrison, 
mentioned belo^i7 playing with infinite care and fondness his 
own composition Intermezzo that he sent us last year from 
Talledega to win one of the OPPORTUNITY prizes; when one can 
hear above the roar of the too intimate wheels the rich bari
tone of Frank Harrison singing the Kashmiri Love Song; when 
the eye of the mind can see, slender and lovely, the fingers 
of a slim, brown girl as they ripple over black and white 
keys bringing sheer music out of such an inharmonious asso
ciation. What could they know those people to whom we were 
as pariahs, of all this? And yet we wished they might have 
known. 

"And yet we wished they might have known"—a wistfulness that bridges 

the distance in places where distance opens between Cullen1s theory 

and practice. 

There has been considerable diversity of opinion concerning 

the extent to which Cullen is a racial poet. There is Cullen's view 

63. "The Dark Tower," Opportunity, VI (April 1928), 120. 
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of himself, and, as has been demonstrated here, Alain Locke's truer 

assessment: there is little room to doubt after reading the body 

of Cullen's poetry that whether he liked it or not, it is primarily 

Negro poetry. Even Helen Josephine Dinger, writer of a largely 

adulatory master's thesis on Cullen, while misunderstanding the 

essence of protest and the Negro point of view in poetry from the 

beginning, can see him as a racial poet. She claims that there was 

no protest at all in literature written by Negroes until the 1920's, 

when, she notices, "a change began to be reflected in the litarature 

64 
of the Negro." To support her thesis she manages to read as sub

servient, as "an admission of inferiority," the following utterance 

of George Hoses Horton in 1823: 

Alas! and I am born for this, 
To wear this slavish chain? 

Deprived of all created bliss, 
Through heartship toil and pain. 

I scorn to see the sad disgrace 
In which enslaved I lie.65 

She seems careless in overlooking the questioning, the exclaiming, 

the scorn, the sense of disgrace Horton endures in his plight, hardly 

"an admission of inferiority." She is guilty of a kind of asinine 

racism in dealing with Cullen, believing that his lyricism "is a 

64. "A Study of Countee Cullen with Emphasis on His Poetic 
Works," M.A. thesis, Columbia University, 1953, p.4. 

65. Dinger, p.5, quoting from Negro Caravan, ed. Sterling 
Brown (New York: Dryden Press, 1941), p.289. 



product of his racial inheritance. For Cullen, as for most of his 

fellow Negroes, rhythm is as natural, as inevitable, as persistent 

66 
as breathing." But she does recognize, at least, that racial 

consideration is the cornerstone, in fact, the entire structure, of 

his work, for "his social concepts other than those concerning race 

are so few that it is their lack that impresses one most."^ Others, 

in many areas more perceptive than Miss Dinger, fail to see that, 

or accept the idea grudgingly--perhaps because they make the mistake 

of trusting to Cullen1s conception of himself. Margaret Perry says 

that "he was, and probably still is considered the least race-conscious 

68 
Negro poet...," and she notes Charles Glicksberg's assertion that 

Cullen will "ironically enough" linger in the minds of readers because 

69 
of his racial material, his Negro verse. The weight of the liter

ature Cullen produced, however, certainly presses any irony out of 

such a remembrance of his work. It is often difficult for those 

who fail to question poets' self-portraits or those who would compare 

Cullen with his more gruff-voiced contemporaries to know him as 

maker of black verse. James Weldon Johnson puts the essence of the 

matter this way; whether or not he can be excused for finishing the 

following observation with another of his extravagant value judgments 

66. Ibid., p.53. 

67. Ibid., p.22. 

68. In the "Bio-Bibliography," p.13. 

69. Charles Glicksberg, "Negro Poets and the American 
Tradition," Antioch Review, VI (Summer 1946), 246. 



is quite another issue: some Negro poets of Cullen*s time 'Vnade 

a natural attempt to get from under the weight that 'race' put on 

their art ... by feigning to ignore absolutely the barriers with 

which 'race' hedged them about. This poetry of auto-hypnosis often 

resulted in the poetry of bravado or, worse, of bombast." Of Cullen 

himself, Johnson says he 

may with justification chafe under any limitation of art 
to race, for he is a true lyric poet, a younger brother to 
Housman. And yet, in my opinion, the best of his poetry 
rises out of the idea of race and is permeated with it. 
But it is through his ability to deepen and heighten these 
very experiences that his race-conscious poetry becomes 
the thing of beauty, at times almost insufferable beauty, 
that it is.''® 

It has been asserted that the modern American Negro writer 

must, more or less consciously, live with this serious dilemma: such 

a man 

must face two reading publics, one colored and one white. 
He must decide whether to write for a colored audience, 
that is to create idealistic characters and situations; to 
write for a white audience, that is to create naive docile 
characters, or to write for both audiences, that is, simply 
to tell the truth as he sees it and thereby risk the support 
of both groups. 

But surely more recent writers than Cullen—Ellison, Baldwin, Jones, 

Gwendolyn Brooks—have not been concerned with that dilemma and 

have held the white ear and the black. And Cullen himself, writing 

70. Black Manhattan, p.267. 

71. Dinger, p.31, quoting from Eugenia Williams, "Poetry 
of Sterling Brown," M.A. thesis, Columbia University, 1950. 



in a time less free for the black author, if he did see a problem 

in conflicting possibilities, tried consciously to ignore it. As 

has been shown, he was determined not to write for a colored audience 

alone; nor did he stand hat in hand before a white one. True, he 

fought an intellectual battle against composing Negro poetry, but 

that led only to his writing Negro poetry not unimpassioned, but 

72 
with a passion disciplined in form. As Bertram L. Woodruff puts 

it, "Cullen's discussions of race problems are emotional, but his 

emotions are given point and justification by his intellectual 

73 
restraint." He is driven by a desire to achieve through art the 

sociological, the political, the spiritual oneness of all men; as 

he expresses it in "The Black Christ": 

"One spark of God head gave 
To all alike, to sire and slave, 
From earth's red core to each white pole, 
This one identity of soul."^ 

It is interesting to note even in a study of Cullen's poetry, that 

75 
his one published novel, One Way To Heaven, satirizes even-handedly 

the foibles of various strata of Negro society from the low up through 

the cultured (represented in the Negro salon of Constancia Brandon), 

and those of whites who come in contact with the Negroes of the novel, 

72. Noted by Dinger, p.32. 

73. "The Poetic Philosophy of Countee Cullen," p.218. 

74. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.89. 

75. (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1932). 



many of them self-styled "liberals." One of the odd characters in 

the book who evokes a certain amount of sympathy is, ironically 

enough, a bigoted Southern professor who at least leaves no doubt 

as to what he thinks of Negroes. 

The great paradox in Cullen is his reluctance to admit that 

he was attempting to play a useful role in accomplishing that kind 

of universal identity, in which he usually believed, by writing 

Negro poetry—his unwillingness to admit that he could no more avoid 

composing Negro poetry than he could forget a childhood incident 

in Baltimore or a later experience on a train journey through the 

76 
South. As Emanuel Risenberg notes in his review of Copper Sun, 

Cullen is often "bewailing that his work should be confined to 

'propaganda'". But, in a very real sense, it is,^ and sometimes, 

as Risenberg reports, Cullen confesses that, like it or not, "somehow 

or other ... I find my poetry of itself treating of the Negro." 

Risenberg's reaction to that admission seems as true as it is succinct 

"Evidently it is ineluctable" that Cullen's poetry should be so. 

76. "A Not So Celestial Choir," The Bookman, LXVI (September 
1927), 103. 

77. In the same review, Risenberg accurately measures the 
contents of Copper Sun as comprising poems one third of which deal 
with race, one third with love, and the other third with death. 
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"Cullen1s most successful poetry is distinctly racial—something he 

78 
himself subsequently came to realize." He come to the realization, 

in fact, as early as 1926, when he wrote grudgingly: 

In spite of myself, I find that I am actuated by a strong 
sense of race consciousness. This grows upon me, I find, 
as I grow older, and although I struggle against it, it colors 
my writing, I fear, in spite of everything I can do. There 
have been many things in my life that have hurt me, and I ^ 
find that the surest relief from these hurts is in writing. 

The sentiment, reiterated years later in Faulkner's Nobel Prize 

acceptance speech, Cullen versified as early as the Color volume; 

here, on the inspiration for his work he acknowledges: 

Lord, I will live persuaded by mine own. 
I cannot play the recreant to these; 
My spirit has come home, that sailed the doubtful seas. 

78. Edward Margolies, Native Sons: A Critical Study of 
Twentieth-Century Negro American Authors (Philadelphia and New York: 
J.B. Lippincott Company, 1968), p.42. 

79. Quoted by James A. Emanuel and Theodore L. Gross, editors, 
Dark Symphony; Negro Literature in America (New York: The Free Press, 
and London: Collier-MacMillan Limited, 1968), p.174. 

80. "The Shroud of Color," p.34. 



CHAPTER III 

UNIVERSAL THEMES IN CULLEN'S POETRY 

So central to Countee Cullen's world view is his inescapable 

race-consciousness that it is really no easy matter to differentiate 

in a great deal of his poetry between racial and non-racial themes. 

Aside from his repeated extrinsic treatment of race, much of the rest 

of what he writes is bound to be an intrinsic manifestation of his 

racial awareness. It is possible, however, to extract from his 

racial preoccupation three other major themes, religion, death, 

and love, and to discuss each separately, yet to examine the way 

in which they are all touched by the pervasive denominator in Cullen's 

poetry, race. 

It is not difficult to find in Cullen an intense religious 

disdain, with evidence of an occasional desire to seek refuge in 

Christian faith, but an inability to attain such faith. Miss Dinger 

chooses to focus on this emphasis in Cullen's religious poems, con

tending that he "protests against a God who seems to be identified 

1 2 
with the white race." She quotes B.E. Mays in expressing the opinion 

"that Cullen wants to have faith, that he wants to believe in God and 

1. p. 27. 

2. p. 28. Miss Dinger is citing B.E. Mays, The Negro's God 
(Boston: Chapman and Grimes, Inc., 1938), 

39 
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the teachings of Christianity but apparently he cannot. He accuses 

God of being deaf to 'our plaints' and implies that God has lost the 

Negro race and begs Him to 'retrieve my race again.'" It is mis

leading, however, to suppose that this is as far as Cullen's religious 

experience extends; in fact, it evolves all the way to acceptance; 

religious experience recorded in his poetry does start from the 

point Dinger and Mays suggest, but that point is only the beginning 

of a pattern of struggling against Christianity to fulfillment in 

3 
Christianity. It does start from the point indicated by the quotations 

they employ from his /'Pagan Prayer," which ends: 

Our Father, God; our Brother Christ, 
Or are we bastard kini,'. 

That to our plaints your ears are closed, 
Your doors barred from within? 

Our father, God; our Brother, Christ, 
Retrieve my race again; 

So shall you compass this black sheep 
This pagan heart. Amen.^ 

And there are other poems in Color—sometimes with searching, defiant 

tones reminiscent of Stephen Crane—on the religious theme that takes 

a similar stand, notably "Heritage" and "Gods." Cullen's divided 

loyalty is declared this way in "Heritage," discussed earlier in connection 

with the pull of Africa that sometimes he thought he felt in his 

blood: 

3. Arthur P. Davis perceives the pattern and discusses it 
well in "The Alien-and-Exile Theme in Countee Cullen's Racial Poems," 
pp.396-400. 

4. Color, p.21. 
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Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
So I make an idle boast; 
Jesus of the twice-turned cheek, 
Lamb of God although I speak 
With my mouth thus, in my heart 
I play a double part. 
Ever at Thy glowing altar 
Must my heart grow sick and falter, 
Wishing he I served were black, 
Thinking then it would not lack 
Precedent of pain to guide it, 
Let who would or might deride it; 
Surely then this flesh would know 
Yours had borne a kindred woe. 
Lord, I fashion dark gods, too, 
Daring even to give to You ^ 
Dark despairing features.... 

It is interesting that even in the most questioning of his religious 

poems—unlike Crane, who likes to stick his tongue out at the Almighty 

like a boy daring the tracks through a railroad tunnel—Cullen never 

dismisses God altogether. He may taunt Him, chastize Him, ask Him 

to stretch a rule, but he does not entirely dismiss Him. "You crowd 

me too much," he seems to be saying; "give me a little room within 

Your dominion in which to give vent to what I fancy is my racial 

6 
heritage." He confesses with some irony in "Gods" that God is 

omniscient, and so the only way he could get into heaven, with his 

affinity for black gods, is by God's winking at his vice: 

God's alabaster turrets gleam 
Too high for me to win, 

Unless He turns His face and lets 
Me bring my own gods in. 

5. Ibid., pp.39-40. 

6. Ibid., p.101. 
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In his autobiographical portrait written to precede his 

poems included in Caroling Dusk, his 1927 anthology of verse by 

black poets, Cullen presents a prose summary of his religious posture 

that shows in him the kind of wavering detectable in his poems, an 

uncertainty not in the least surprising in a man plagued by racial 

ambivalence that must surely affect his religious beliefs: 

...reared in the conservative atmosphere of a Methodist 
parsonage, Countee Cullen's chief problem has been that 
of reconciling a Christian upbringing with a pagan inclin
ation. His life so far has not convinced him that the 
problem is insoluble.7 

He is not anti-Christian, then, but rather skeptical'and in hopes 

that he can formulate a vision that excludes neither the paganism 

he sometimes thinks to be his heritage and the Christianity that 

is part of his growing up and of the wider world—the predominantly 

white world—in which he must live. The skepticism lingers for a 

time. In the 1927 collection, Copper Sun, he doubts the Christian 

after-life in a poem with racial overtones and wider philosophical 

ones in its contrasting of the lily, the death symbol, with more 

vivid flowers: "And no man knows if dead men fade/ Or bloom, save 

g 
those that die." In the same volume, however, he reverses the 

impetus of such poems as "Heritage," and works in two poems toward 

7. Caroling Dusk, p.179. 

8. "Epilogue," p.77. 



the later embracing of Christianity. "In Spite of Death" affirms 

the after-life, and even hints at the notion of resurrection. Just 

as spring brings life out of dead vegetation: 

No less shall I in some new fashion flare 
Again, when death has blown my candles out; 
Although my blood went down in shameful 
rout 
Tonight, by all this living frame holds fair, 
Though death should closet me tonight, I 
swear 
Tomorrow's sun would find his cupboard 
bare. 

Even stronger in its explicit affirmation of faith is "The Litany 

10 
of the Dark People," which chants a direct appeal to the Savior, 

"To keep us one with Thee in mind,/ Thou Christ of Bethlehem." 

The appeal continues, in contradiction to such earlier pieces as 

"Heritage" and "Gods": 

Yet no assault the old gods make 
Upon our agony 
Shall swerve the footsteps from the wake 
Of Ihine toward Calvary. 
And if we hunger now and thirst, 
Grant our withholders may, 
When heaven's constellations burst 
Upon Thy crowning day, 
Be fed by us, and given to see 
Thy mercy in our eyes, 
When Bethlehem and Calvary 
Are merged in Paradise. 

This is clearly the work of a staunch Christian indeed: paradoxically, 

doubt may be inevitable, but the answers to it are incorporated in 

the Christian framework. 

9. Copper Sun, p.55. 

10. Ibid., pp.13-14. 
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Not all black poets in their time come to the faith as Cullen 

does; but then they cannot be expected to, for each is his own man, 

with his own experience as boy and man; only Cullen among them, for 

instance, was brought up in the parish house of a major Harlem religious 

congregation. Claude McKay is basically a Christian poet, as well 

.as being the writer of markedly more militant black verse than Cullen, 

and so it is not entirely accurate to say that the more outraged the 

voice, the less Christian the poetry, but the generalization seems 

to be widely valid,. Jean. Wagner differentiates rightly, although 

he goes on to make gratuitous value judgments, between the Negro 

folkloric poets of Cullen1s day, who, he feels, were "mere" spokesmen 

of the racial culture, and the religious poets, who achieved a 

greater measure of individuality—a desirable quality in his view: 

(An explanation of the term "Negro Renaissance" to which Wagner refers 

is to be found in the Introduction): 

It is not striking that James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, 
and Sterling Brown, who were the main artisans of the revival 
of the popular Negro forms, were at the same time the main 
critics of the Christian faith and ended in various degrees 
of disbelief; whereas Claude McKay, Jean Toomer and Countee 
Cullen, whose poetry developed entirely outside any "folk" 
influence on form and language, were also the great Christian 
poets of the Negro Renaissance? ... The folk poet of the 
period does not live an autonomous life; he is completely 
taken over by the group and only exists through it; his inner 
life atrophies and disappears. The spiritualists [Cullen and 
the category into which Wagner places him] are revealed 
as champions of individualism... [for] they reject the dialoct 
and poetic forms which folk poetry could offer them, as if 
afraid that with the form a particular way of thinking might 
be Imperceptibly imposed on them. They have no 
sympathy, either, with that light-hearted histrionic art 
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which folk poetry usually goes in for, and their concerns are 
too serious to fit the half-humorous expression customary 
with folk poetry. Their own poetry is eminently individual 
art, a secret dialogue of the human being with himself—or 
with God, which is the same thing—in the course of which 
a personality patiently analyses itself, explores its own fron
tiers and defines the links with the outer world which it 
has freely chosen. Without forgetting the black race, however, 
these poets penetrate deeply enough into the black soul to 
discover there the fundamental aspirations common to men of 
all races. As already indicated by their poetic form, they 
are searching beyond racial contingencies for universal 
values. 

Wagner finally equates the universal values, indeed, all of western 

tradition, with God, and sees the realization of the search for God 

as being in opposition to the concept of a distinct black culture. 

The Negro, he asserts, who chooses the Christian way ascends "to 

the level where a rapprochement between the races becomes possible." 

Cullen's poetry illustrates the point well, for despite frustrations 

of which he has to sometimes verbally purge himself, rapprochement 

between the races remains his ideal, and he does come round to the 

Christian way in his religious poems. Through this, and through 

what Wagner sees as his individuality, interestingly enough, he 

distinguishes himself in another way from the folk poets, such as 

Johnson, Hughes, and Brown: as Janheinz Jahn shows in his insightful 

12 
book on African culture, Muntu, African literary convention demands 

11. Jean Wagner, Les Poetes Negres des Etats-Unis (Paris; 
1963), pp.575 ff. Wagner is quoted in Janheinz Jahn, A History of 
Neo-African Literature. Trans, by Oliver Coburn and Ursula Lehrberger 
(London: Faber and Faber, and New York: Grove Press, 1968), 
pp.189-90. 

12. (London: Faber and Faber, and New York: Grove Press, 

1961), pp.148 ff. 
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precisely that the writer lose his inner life to become the instrument 

of group forces. By declining to do this as the folk group does, 

Cullen becomes still further removed from the very African cultural 

past for which he occasionally reached out. 

The reasons for Cullen's acceptance of Christianity can 

only be speculated upon. By 1929, the year The Black Christ and 

Other Poems was published, he had been slighted by racial effrontery, 

he had been married briefly and suffered the dissolution of his first 

marriage; but others who had led not especially parochial lives, 

who also endured indignities for being black, who had also been 

bruised in affairs of the heart did not turn as fervently toward 

religious faith as Cullen. The most cogent assumption is that the 

uglier the world became toward him, the more it pushed him to the 

breaking point, the more he was inclined to turn up the avenue of 

religious consolation indelibly marked out for him in his youth. 

Potent evidence in support of such an assumption is provided by a 

two-poem sequence in The Black Christ and O'ther Poems, "Mood" and 

its reply, "Counter Mood." In the first of these, he is torn by 

the intent to remain "for Christ's sake" the good Christian while 

he is made to stand restive on the brink of violence: 

I think an impulse stronger than my mind 
May some day grasp a knife, unloose a vial, 
Or with a little leaden ball unbind 
The cords that tie me to the rank and file. 
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My hands grow quarrelsome with bitterness, 
And darkly bent upon the final fray; 
Night with its stars upon a grave seems less 
Indecent than the too complacent day. ̂  

The biblical injunction to turn the other cheek here is inadequate, 

as the impulse toward mayhem or suicide grows strong. But immediately, 

in the very next poem, Cullen succeeds in quelling the violent tide 

rising in him and finding the resolution in the traditional after

life : 

I who am mortal say I shall not die; 
I who am dust of this am positive, 
That though my nights tend toward the grave, yet I 
Shall on some brighter day arise, and live. 

He importunes the dubious reader not to question how he has become 

oracular or whence comes his "arrogant assurance," but rather to 

"Ask Faith, the canny conjurer." 

All of the previous poems touching in one way or another on 

religion and exemplifying the gradual solidification of Cullen's 

Christian faith lead, in a sense, up to the ultimate acceptance— 

almost appalling acceptance—in "The Black Christ." In this title 

poem of the 1929 collection, a long narrative poem set in the South, 

Cullen comes to display a degree of faith that would be difficult 

for all but the most zealous fundamentalist to credit in the shadow 

of the events of the poem. Briefly, the narrative line is as follows: 

13. "Mood," The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.17. 

14. "Counter Mood," Ibid., p.18. 
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the poem begins with the narrator's paean to "God's glory and my 

15 
country s shame," above all to the wonders of God, who has caused 

him to intensify his faith in spite of atrocious adversity, who has 

eventually performed a miracle that has quieted his doubts and curses 

and made him accede to the vision of his mother, whom he quotes: 

"Now spring that heals the wounds of earth 
Is being born; and in her birth 
The wounds of men may find a cure. 
By such a thought I may endure, 
And of some things be no less sure. 
This is a cruel land, this South, 
And bitter words to twist my mouth, 
Burning its tongue down to its root, 
Were easily found; but I am mute 
Before the wonder of this thing: 16 
That God should send so pure a spring,..." 

With sentiment akin to the maudlin, the mother feels equal or superior 

to the white women who treat her like dirt, because she is closer 

to the earth.^ The narrator and his brother, a young man named 

Jim,prone to high spirits, cannot share her vision before the miracle 

in the poem; they know of lynchings in cases in which blacks stand 

up to whites, and are deeply skeptical about the existence of God: 

We had no scales upon our eyes; 
God, if He was, kept to His skies, 
And left us to our enemies. 
Often at night fresh from our knees 
And sorely doubted litanies 
We grappled for the mysteries.... 

15. "The Black Christ," Ibid., p.69. 

16. Ibid., pp.72-73. 

17. Ibid., p.73. 

18. Ibid., p.77. 
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Many tetrameter couplets later, Jim comes home pursued by a lynch 

mob; he has had a virtuous relationship with a white female, a kind of 

personification of spring, and has struck down the dirty-minded 

19 
white man who caught them and abused the woman. When the pack 

of "two-limbed dogs" arrives to release their fury on Jim, he acquires 

a luminescence about his head, and sacrifices himself to the mob, 

who fall on him and beat him to death; from Jim's magnanimity comes 

the salvation of his brother (the narrator) and the mother of great 

20 
faith. The narrator is desolate and angry, and with more personal 

reason than ever now to doubt, he mocks his mother mercilessly with 

such questions as: 

"What has He done for you who spent 
A bleeding life for His content? 
Or is the white Christ, too, distraugl^^ 
By these dark sins His Father wrought?" 

In the nick of time, the mother has justification to command heir 

faithless son to 

"Bear witness now unto His grace;... 
Behold the glory of the Lord, 
His unimpeachable high seal. 
Cry mercy now before Him; kneel, 
And let your heart's conversion swell 
The wonder of His miracle."22 

19. Ibid., pp.88-94. 

20. Ibid., pp.99-100. 

21. Ibid., p.105. 

22. Ibid., pp.106-107. 



The resurrected Jim has returned; the amazed narrator satisfies 

himself by touching Jim, and he cannot do anything short of agreeing 

with Jim's proclamation that "Now have we seen beyond degree/ That 

23 
love which has no boundary;/ Our eyes have looked on Calvary." 

The family now blessed, lives happily ever after, reaping "full 

fields;" the fruit falling off laden boughs into their hands; the 

mother, "Job's dark sister," sitting about in a corner knitting 

and praying.^ 

Cullen ends "The Black Christ" with this summary and inter

pretation of the events of the poem: 

Somewhere the Southland rears a tree, 
(And many others there may be 
Like unto it, that are unknown, 
Whereon as costly fruit has grown). 
It stands before a hut of wood 
In which the Christ Himself once stood— 
And those who pass it by may see 
Nought growing there except a tree, 
But there are two to testify 
Who hung on it...we saw Him die. 
Its roots were fed with priceless blood. 
It is the Cross; it is the Rood.^ 

The imaginative construct leading to this conclusion is so extreme 

that it might be tempting to read "The Black Christ" as a parody 

and its language the language of the mock-heroic were it not for 

the pattern observed in Cullen's religious poetry before "The Black 

23. Ibid., pp.107-108. 

24. Ibid., pp.108-109. 

25. Ibid., p.110. 
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Christ," and the fact that the language is no loftier here than is 

usual in his poetry. The poem must be taken as the point of vision 

toward which he had always been heading in his religious works, even 

in his questioning ones, a metaphorical recapitulation of his own 

religious experience, and it is a position from which he never again 

really descends. Religion in The Medea and Other Poems (1935) is 

mostly confined to the system of imagery it provides for some of the 

love poems, but among the last of Cullen's poems, in one of the 

previously uncollected poems of the posthumous On These I Stand 

volume, is to be found one of his most unmistakable utterances of 

Christian hope. The carol, for that is really what the poem 

26 
"Chrlstus Natus Est" is, has a distinct undertone of regret or 

bitterness, perhaps in part for those suffering from the Second World 

War, but certainly for the Negro, whose plight has always occupied 

Cullen's attention. But promise of salvation is foremost: it rings 

out in the refrain terminating each stanza and it lingers at the end 

of Cullen's song, which well represents the affirmative religious 

attitude he adopted as he fought down his earlier skepticism. The 

last five stanzas of the carol echo both the dubious low notes and 

their answer in the high: 

For bird and beast 
He did not come, 
But for the least 
Of mortal scum. 
Hosannahi Christus natus est. 

26. pp. 168-169. The poem is dated Christmas 1943. 



Who lives in the ditch? 
Who begs his bread? 
Who has no stitch 
For back or head? 
Hosannah] Christus natus est. 

Who wakes to weep, 
Lies down to mourn? 
Who in his sleep 
Withdraws from scorn? 
Hosannah! Christus natus est. 

Ye outraged dust, 
On field and plain, 
To feed the lust 
Of madmen slain: 
Hosannah! Christus natus est. 

The manger still 
Outshines the throne; 
Christ must and will 
Come to his own. 
Hosannah! Christus natus est. 

Just as the Christian dream of a better day to come is one 

major theme in Cullen that is non-racial in itself but is connected 

to the matter of race by promising redemption from the vicissitudes 

of the black existence, so does the repeated treatment of death 

27 
stand in the same relationship to trials of race. This does not 

mean that Cullen deliberately conceived either force as an escape 

from the indignities he saw and felt black people undergo, but that 

both themes, religion and death, developed in his work more as 

inadvertent longings, as lines he could grasp and tie together to 

keep the ends of his tensions from pulling apart. With little 

27. As noted earlier, this relationship is also observed 
by Arthur P. Davis in "The Alien-and-Exile Theme in Countee Cullen1s 
Racial Poems," Phylon, XIV, iv (Fourth Quarter 1953), 390-400. 



equivocation, Cullen was attracted to death from his earliest poetry 

on; his affinity for Keats is doubtless predicated partly on the 

sense both men had of the inescapable and impending quality of death, 

and of its beauty. In Cullen's case there was the remembrance of 

the humble circumstances of his birth and his being orphaned as a 

child as Keats had had even starker reminders in his brother's death 

and his own bloody sputum; Cullen states his feeling for the manner 

of his beginning in "Saturday's Child": 

Death cut the strings that gave me life, 
And handed me to Sorrow, 

The only kind of middle wife 23 
My folks could beg or borrow. 

But Cullen, even more than Keats, seemed often to reject the notion 

of Death's permanence, so that while Keats could rue his unfinished 

task as poet in "When I Have Fears," "Till Love and Fame to nothingness 

do sink," Cullen, even in his first volume, denies the power of death: 

A grave is all too weak a thing 
To hold my fancy long; 

I'll bear a blossom with the spring, 
Or be a blackbird's song, 

I think that I shall fade with ease, 
Melt into earth like snow, 

Be food for hungry, growing trees, 
Or help the lilies blow. 

And if my love should lonely walk, 
Quite of my nearness fain, 

I may come back to hear, and talk 
In liquid words of rain.^ 

28. Color, p.18. 

29. "On Going," Ibid., p.105. 
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Why, indeed, should he believe that he will be forever stilled in 

death when, just as Keats has perceived the presence of Milton and 

30 
Petrarch in "Keen Fitful Gusts," he feels that Keats still lives 

and, through such natural manifestations as "bud and blossom, leaf 

31 
and tree," still writes poetry in the revel he keeps with Cullen? 

Besides, he sometimes feels assured by a religious or quasi-religious 

faith that death is meaningless because it is merely the prelude 

32 
to something better. In "In Spite of Death," for example, he expresses 

the certainty that just as spring resurrects nature, "Though death 

should closet me tonight, I swear/ Tomorrow's sun would find his 

cupboard bare." It is less difficult for one to be indifferent 

toward death, or even to welcome it, if he can make himself believe 

that the grave cannot hold him. 

The kind of development that is discernible in Cullen's 

treatment of religion is scarcely traceable in his approach to death. 

It is simply that through the whole of his poetry he may, in any 

given piece, stress variations of what for convenience may be con

strued as three basic feelings toward death, depending upon his 

mood: an ironic awareness of death, which, Cullen notes wryly, 

other people lack; a deep preoccupation with the transitory quality 

of life, sometimes the sense that death is master even when there 

30. 

31. 

32. 

"To Endymion," Copper Sun, p.76. 

"To John Keats, Poet. At Spring Time," Color, pp.102-104. 

Cited earlier in footnote 9 of this chapter. 
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remains the semblance of life; ultimately a positive longing for 

death, often associated with the belief in a Christian after-life 

on the one hand and despondency over the race problem on the other. 

These broad designations are generally valid, as an examination of 

several of the many poems Cullen composed on death will show. It 

is necessary to say at once, however, that, in a way, the categories 

outlined here cannot and do not suggest an invariable consistency 

that no one has a right to expect of him or of any other poet. He 

did not always hail death as friend to lend encouragement, a salve 

to heal, or a chute to slide down to happiness. In the Copper Sun 

volume he resents the very transitoriness of life that he elsewhere 

welcomes; he protests: "But time to live, to love, bear pain and 

33 
smile,/ Oh, we ate given such a little while!" In "An Epitaph (For 

Amy Lowell)," he portrays some of the indomitable character of Miss 

Lowell as he raises the most common doubt about what sense there is 

in living eventually to die: 

She leans across a golden table, 
Confronts God with an eye 

Still puzzled by the standard label 
All flesh bears: Made to die— 

And questions Him if He is able' 
To reassure her why.34 

33. "Protest," p.59. 

34. Copper Sun, p.60. 



And in "The Shroud of Color" his suffering and that of all dark 

people, after first tempting him toward death, force him rather to 

contend, to fight with truth, to concede: "I had no further claim 

35 
to urge/ For death...." 

Such exceptions admitted—and they are few—it is possible 

to turn to the rule, beginning with Cullen's ironic awareness of 

36 
death. The first collection contains twenty-nine epitaphs, most 

of which display this trait. They are written for individuals and 

types, a virgin, for example, who saved herself for forty years 

37 . 
only to yield to the advances of death, and, quite the reverse, 

a wanton, who has tried many men in life, but finds fidelity only 

38 
in death; the most rabid antipathies are resolved in death, such 

,39 
as that in the epitaph "For an Evolutionist and His Opponent." 

In some of these sardonic pieces there is, interestingly, a strong 

echo of Emily Dickinson, as in the epitaph "For Hazel Hall, American 

Poet": 

35. Color, p.34. 

36. Ibid., pp.45-73. 

37. Ibid., p.49. 

38. Ibid., p.65. 

39. Ibid., p.53. 
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Soul-troubled at the febrile ways of breath 
Her timid breast shot through with faint alarm, 

"Yes, I'm a stranger here," she said to Death, 
"It's kind of you to let me take your arm." 

The sense of irony, sometimes a bitter one, did not leave Cullen 

41 
in later collections. In "Light Lady," a fallen woman with "Nothing 

to do but munch her gums/ And sing the love of Christ" waits to 

take her final fall; she will recognize the face of death when he 

comes down the street to collect her. Perhaps the sharpest irony, 

that motivated by racial anger and the actual desire for death, 

42 
is to be found in a later poem, "Only the Polished Skeleton," 

in which Cullen reflects that the body and mind must constantly devise 

deceit, subterfuge, and fraud to survive "the onslaughts of the dust." 

It is, of all things, the skeleton, unrecognizable as black or white 

and not subjected to the buffeting of life that has the best oppor

tunity for respite: 

Only the polished skeleton, 
Of flesh relieved and pauperized, 

Can rest at ease and think upon 
The worth of all it so despised. 

The second emphasis Cullen gives to his treatment of death, 

that of the ephemerality of life, or an awareness that life is a mask 

that death sometimes wears, pervades not only much of the poetry 

40. 

41. 

42. 

Ibid., p.69. 

The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.24. 

The Medea and Some Poems, p.72. 
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that deals directly with death, but also a number of love poems, 

remarkably, as in the following poem, in the manner of A.E. Housman: 

Since little time is granted here 
For pride in pain or play, 

Since blood soon cools before that Fear 
lhat makes our prowess clay, 

If lips to kiss are freely met, 
Lad, be not proud nor shy; 

There are no lips where men forget, 
And undesiring lie. J 

44 
The Epicurean tone is repeated in such poems as "Nocturne," in 

which he invites his lover to lie as much as is necessary to embroider 

the illusion of love, for, he concludes, "I see death drawing nigh 

45 
to me/ Out of the corner of my eye"; "Words to My Love" in which 

he implores his lover to eat fully of their feast and "leave no 

46 
crumb," for "The quick/ So soon grow dumb"; and "Nothing Endures," 

in which he exhorts the reader, since "Nothing endures,/ Not even 

love," to 

Let the blood riot, 
Give it its will; 
It shall grow quiet, 
It shall grow still. 

There are other poems that bear the same message somewhat more subtly: 

47 
"An Old Story" tells of a woman who set her ideal for love so high 

43. "Advice to Youth," Color, p.80. 

44. Copper Sun, p.21. 

45. Ibid., p.22. 

46. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.52. 

47. Copper Sun, pp.49-50. 
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that only death could meet her standards and, unbeknown to her, 

48 
become her lover. And "To Lovers of Earth: Fair Warning" admonishes 

the reader to give himself to sweethearts and friends rather than to 

Earth, or the immortality of nature, really, for Earth is "More 

fickle, false, perverse, far more unkind" than those with whom one 

can engage in human relationships; Earth will lead a man on through 

her intrigues and not even notice his death. The ending of this 

poem represents one of those times when Cullen finds no comfort in 

the anticipation of death, but only the Stephen Crane-like contemplation 

of an indifferent universe: 

She will remain the Earth, sufficient still, 
Though you are gone and with you that rare loss 
That vanishes with your bewildered will. 
And there shall flame no red, indignant cross 
For you, no quick white scar of wrath emboss 
The sky, no blood drip from a wounded moon, 
And not a single star chime out of tune. 

Such times, though, are rare in Cullen; more often he finds solace 

in mortality. It is fatality that allows him to adjure his readers 

49 
not to weep for the dead girl in "Threnody for a Brown Girl." It 

is plain to Cullen that life gave her no chance, that "fevered 

blisters/ Made her dark hands run,/ While her favored, fairer 

sisters/ Neither wrought nor spun"; that the grave probably provides 

her with the safest, surest house she has ever known; that "Only 

48. Ibid., pp.51-52. 

49. Ibid., pp.4-7. 



live hearts starving/ Need an epitaph." Besides, why fear what is 

50 
inescapable? In In the Midst of Life," he declares the seed of 

death to be in every live blossom; two things only "keep faith; 

this breath/ A while; and longer death." Further, in "The Proud 

51 
Heart, the very distinction between life and death is made to 

disappear: the proud heart continues to strike "its hours in pain," 

but its beating conceals the truth, that "The dead man lives, and 

none perceives him slain"—for his heart has been "Splintered... 

At a woman's laugh or a man's harsh word." It is not easy for the 

heart to comprehend that it is dead though it lives, and it refuses 

52 
to be still as Cullen commands it in "The Foolish Heart": "Poor 

foolish heart that needs a grave/ To prove to it that it is dead." 

It is only a step—and a short one when the racial heartache 

implied by such poems as "Only the Polished Skeleton" and "Threnody 

for a Brown Girl" and the multitude of poems that deal overtly with 

race are taken into account—from the ironic awareness of death 

and recognition of the transitoriness of life to Cullen's eager 

reaching out for death. Now, it is easy to find a death wish in 

the poems of many poets, and even less complicated a feat for a 

50. The Black Christ and Other Poems, pp.20-21. 

51. Ibid., p.40. 

52. Ibid., p.30. 



poet, especially one with a twinkle in his eye, to deny having 

53 
expressed such a wish, whether it is actually there or not. True, 

Countee Cullen is capable of humor, but his work is mostly so serious 

and so much of it treats of death, and so many poems declare specifi

cally a longing for death that the death wish is unmistakable. It 

is not at all a surprising thing to find in the vision of a man who 

uses the situation of caged animals in a zoo as parallel to the 

deathly condition of man's life: he sees man in as cruel a trap 

as the animals, except that "his cages have a larger range," and he 

senses man and the zoo animals "Commiserating each the other's woe." 

At the close of this metaphor of the living dead man's entombment, 

he wonders, "Who is most wretched, these caged ones, or we,/ Caught 

54 
in a vastness beyond our sight to see?" If religious faith can 

bring succor to such a painful dilemma, so can death, and so the 

wish for death in Cullen, given all the other circumstances, is 

quite as natural as.his quest for faith. He wishes for it conspic

uously in the italicized ending of the Color collection: 

53. There is a story told, unsubstantiated but easily believ 
able, of Robert Frost's reaction to a question put to him at the end 
of a reading at the Poetry Center in New York. A member of the 
audience asked him to comment on Ogden Nash's observation that 
"Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening" expresses a death wish. 
According to the tale, Frost looked as amusedly patriarchal as he 
was able and replied with some relish, "Well, now, Ogden is a nice 
young fellow, but he doesn't know much about poetry." 

54. "Thoughts in a Zoo," Copper Sun, p.42. 
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I am for sleeping and forgetting 
All that has gone before; 

I am for lying still and letting—> 
Who will beat at my door; 

I would my life's cold sun were setting 
To rise for me no more. 

If no one else ever wrote anything a critic could legitimately call 

a "death wish," this would still be one. Other poems in the first 

volume reach out for the same sort of release. Cullen claims for 

the dead the greatest wisdom, the capacity to be indifferent to 

the elements and to joy and pain, the ability in their detachment 

to be wholly satiate. He comments quizzically: 

Strange, men should flee their company, 
Or think me strange who long to be 
Wrapped in their cool community. 

57 
"Harsh World That Lashest Me" is a curious, almost childish, 

defiance of adversity. He serves warning to the world that he will 

not be conquered, that he lives simply by willing not to die; but 

he writes into the end of the poem an escape clause: if he feels 

like it, he can die in spite of the world and remove himself 

To that vast room of couches laid 
For those too proud to live and see 
Their dreams of light eclipsed in shade. 

55. "Requiescam," p.108. 

56. "The Wise," p.95. 

57. Color, pp.106-107. 



Certainly, these are telling lines in view of Cullen's racial hopes 

and disappointments, and the mass of death poetry he composed. They 

are more representative and explanatory of this vein in his poetry 

58 
even than "Suicide Chant," a piece written in a time of evident 

despondency that chants for the uprooting of weed sprung from seed 

that has not fulfilled expectation, and the planting of new seed in 

its stead. It is extremely lucid in poems such as "Harsh World 

59 
That Lashest Me" and "Little Sonnet to Little Friends" that Cullen' 

predilection for death stems from his conception of it as an early 

way out of a sometimes nightmarish existence; those who pity him, 

he proclaims in the latter poem "waste their time and energy;/ No 

mares encumber me at night" as a dead man. The act of dying young 

only curtails time somewhat, and time can be hurtful. He would 

not change the living sun for his "dead and burned out star," for 

"Shine as it will, I have no doubt/ Some day the sun, too, may go 

out." There is possibly a great deal to be gained through death, 

in Cullen's perception of the world, and disturbingly little to be 

lost. Moreover, there is the hope that in the moment of expiration, 

in the moment of release, will come the flash of enlightenment he has 

not been able to apprehend in life: 

58. Ibid.,pp.87-88. 

59. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.16. 
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And as my day throbs into dusk, 
This heart the world has made to bleed, 
While all its red stream deathward flows, 
Shall comprehend just why the seed 
Must agonize to be the rose.^® 

The figure of the seed struggling against overwhelming odds toward 

realization of itself is the same as that of "Suicide Chant" and 

is used here to explain further what advantage is to be attained 

one way or another through death. If a man does not or cannot 

live up to his potential, perhaps it is best that he should not 

go on living at all; and perhaps in the process of dying he can see, 

if even just for an instant, into truth and grasp what went wrong. 

By the time of the publication of The Medea and Some Poems 

(1935), and thereafter, there is no fundamental alteration in Cullen's 

sensitivity and attitude toward death. He is still hyper-conscious 

of the inevitability of death, even though he may lapse for an unusual 

moment into a euphoric wish for immortality. Thus, in a single 

poem in the 1935 volume, he permits himself the delusion for the 
I 

moment that his self resides in his deathless love, yet he concedes 

"that nothing lovely shall prevail/ To win from Time and Death a 

moment's grace....If there is any change at all perceptible 

in his treatment of death, it is in the direction of a more complete 

60. "Two Thoughts of Death," Copper Sun, p.44. 

61. "Sonnet: These are no wind-blown rumors, soft say-sos," 
p. 85. 
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serenity in the expectation of death, undoubtedly associated with 

his religious acceptance of a Christian after-life. He asks himself 

a most relevant--if convoluted--question about his interest in death, 

and replies to himself in this dialogue poem: 

I to My Soul: 

Why this preoccupation, soul, with Death, 
This servile genuflexion to the worm, 
Making the tomb a Mecca where the breath 
(Though still it rises vaporous, but firm, 
Expelled from the lungs still clear and unimpaired, 
To plough through nostrils quivering with pride) 
Veers in distress and love, as if dared 
Not search a gayer place, and there subside? 

My Soul to Me: 

Because the worm shall tread the lion down. 
And in the end shall sicken at its feast, 
And for a worm of even less renown 
Loom as a dread but subjugated beast; 
Because whatever lives is granted breath ^ 
But by the grace and sufferance of Death. 

In this way, still speaking of the inseparability of life and death^ 

does Cullen explain his morbid preoccupation. More tranquil and 
$ 

more overtly related to his strengthening religious faith is a poem 

from the French of Baudelaire in which he proclaims: "In death alone 

is what consoles...." The sextet of the sonnet elucidates: 

An angel whose star-banded fingers hold 
The gift of dreams and calm, ecstatic sleep 
In easier beds than those we had before, 
Death is the face of God, the only fold 
That pens content and ever-happv sheep, 
To Paradise the only open door. 

62. "Sonnet Dialogue," p.86. 

63. "Death to the Poor," p.93. 
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If death is for a time unattainable, there is still its 

64 
traditional surrogate, sleep, to make man's existence endurable 

until death does come to him; this view of sleep, which Cullen comes 

to mainly through Keats, is the one that Cullen holds, not that which 

suggests that sleep is "chief nourisher in life's feast." That is, 

sleep to Cullen is not a recharger of the vital energies, but an 

anaesthetic that makes life tolerable while those energies are being 

drained away—mercifully drained away—into death. As in the 

translation from Baudelaire, death comes at the end of Cullen?s 

65 
poem entitled "Sleep"; it comes to Cullen as a great pap to 

slake the thirst of very man, a pap whose fluid is charitably 

soporific to suffering man. But the first three stanzas of "Sleei; 

contain Cullen's most complete statement of his conception of sleep 

as prelude to death; it stands in relation to death as man does Lo the 

angels in the Great Chain of Being; it is like death, but of lesser 

magnitude: 

Nothing is lovelier than sleep, 
Nor kinder thing was ever made; 
Gently, as though a cat should creep 
Upon a bird, transfixed, way-laid, 
It sinks in us its velvet blade. 

Soft are those paws, if they are sheathed, 
The steel of troubling dreams withdrawn, 
And all in peace wrapped round arid wreathed 
The mind sinks down as on a lawn 
Laid out between the dusk and dawn. 

64. Cf., for example, Keats's "To Sleep." 

65. The Medea and Other Poems. p.75. 



That dark maternal fountain bared 
To give her weakest creature food, 
The bosom of the Night is shared 
By all her weary, stricken brood; 
And though the suck be short, 'tis good. 

The parallels between sleep and death are made unmistakable in the 

poem. They are both kindly, feminine, motherly. Cullen sets up 

further metaphorical associations of death in sleep: sleep kills, 

gently but out of its very essence; it enshrouds the mind;.the mind 

is "laid-out" and interred in its winding cloth of sleep. 

The death or sleep-death poems of The Medea and Some Poems 

in a way form the prologue to the almost perfect calm he achieves 

in the contemplation of death in "Dear Friends and Gentle Hearts," 

dated April 1943, another of the formerly uncollected poems Cullen 

elected to include in his poetic testament.^ No claim can be made 

for excellence of the poem itself, which borders on the maudlin— 

if it does not actually go over the line—and rings of Shakespeare, 

and "Luke Havergal," and innumerable other predecessors with the 

mastery gone; but in the tranquility of its touching farewell, 

it is the death poem toward which all of Cullen's other death poems, 

most of them better poems, seem to be tending: 

We open infant eyes 
Of wonder and surprise 
Upon a world all strange and new, 
Too vast to please our childish view, 
Yet love bends down and trust imparts; 

66. On. SEhese I Stand, p.163. 



We gaze around 
And know we've found 
Dear friends and gentle hearts; 
Good-day, we smile, dear friends and gentle hearts; 
Good-day dear friends and gentle hearts. 

When on the western rim 
Of time the sun grows dim, 
And dimly on the closing eye 
Fadeth the earth, the sea, the sky, 
How blessedly this breath departs 
If it pass out 
While watch about 
Dear friends and gentle hearts; 
Good-night, we smile, dear friends and gentle hearts; 
Good-night, dear friends, and gentle hearts. 

The words seem to be those of a man no longer thrilling to the 

pounding of the winged chariot closing on him, but quietly, perhaps 

gratefully, mounting it to be driven off. It is time to cease living 

with melancholy, as Keats was romantically better able to do; it is 

time to "drown the wakeful anguish of the soul." Less than three 

years after writing his poetic good-bye, Cullen's longing was ful

filled; he died in New York, January 10, 1946, of uremic poisoning, 

6 7 
without reaching his forty-third birthday. 

The discussion of the theme of love in the poetry of Countee 

Cullen, the third of the major "non-racial" themes to be considered 

here, follows in an oddly natural way the examination of his treat

ment of death, and in a less direct way, the tracing of his religious 

experiences. There are among his love poems many that may be termed, 

in a broad sense, "conventional," but a great many that are intimately 

67. Ferguson, p.182. 



connected with death or death's traditional temporary embodiment, 

sleep; and a number are supported by the structure of religious meta

phor. And always it should be remembered that the term "non-racial" 

is a relative one, that just as the religious poetry and the death 

poetry reflect the racial pressures Cullen suffered, so does the 

love poetry; sometimes the reflection occurs in love poems that 

are associated with religion or death, but sometimes it operates 

quite independently within a given poem. Death comes to the principal 

characters of The Ballad of the Brown Girl, but it is clear that 

racial considerations are paramount in the handling of the love 

situation. So is the matter of race of prime importance in other 

love poems, "A Song of Praise,for example, and "Song of Praise, 

both of which have been discussed earlier in particular relation to 

the racial theme (so inextricably is the racial theme involved in 

the "non-racial" ones and the non-racial ones with one another, that 

it is often unavoidable—on the contrary, desirable—to take note 

of the same poems from the various perspectives). "The Street Called 

70 
Crooked" illustrates again the more obvious racial tone in a love 

poem; accosted by ladies of the night in the street they habituate 

in Le Havre, the poet replies that he has a better woman: 

68. Color, p.4. 

69. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.66. 

70. Ibid., p.56. 
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"To meet strange lips and foreign eyes 
I did not cross the foam, 

I have a dearer, fairer prize 
Who waits for me at home." 

"Her eyes are browner, lips more red 
Than any lady's light; 

'Twould grieve her heart and droop her head 
If I failed her tonight." 

The play on "fair," with the dark girl being "fairer" than the light 

ones, is a word game in which Cullen occasionally likes to indulge, 

and underscores the race-consciousness of the poem. 

It must be borne in mind, too, that no generalizations about 

Cullen's love poetry, whether they refer to his preoccupation with 

race, or religion, or death, will be universally applicable. Cullen 

was, on occasion, inclined to write the kind of a love poem 

devoid of racial overtones and without any reliance whatever on religion 

71 
or death in form or content. "Love's Way" is such a poem; in it 

Cullen directly calls for the required balance between the loves of two 

people involved with each other, concluding: "This is love's way/ That 

72 
where a heart is asked gives back a heart." "Lesson" presents the situation 

of two lovers lying together silently and feeling unhinged after 

the exchange of harsh words; the speaker stretches out his hand 

to his love, and though the silence has not been broken, the two 

71. Copper Sun, p.46. 

72. The Black Christ and O'ther Poems, p.55. 



are fused and their love becomes whole again. But the fact remains 

that the vast majority of Cullen's love poems—those that deal with 

love in the usual sense and not the few that entail his hope for 

73 
brotherly love —are structured on the notion of death, or of 

religion, or sometimes of both. If there were a poem of his extant 

in which two people made love on a gravestone while chanting a 

prayer and then died in the act and were swept up to heaven, it 

would be supremely useful to illustrate the point. As it happens, 

there is no such poem, but a careful reading of the substantial 

body of Cullen's love poems would eliminate any possibility of sur

prise if such a poem were to be discovered. In "Oh, for a Little 

74 
While Be Kind," he begs his love to treat him decently despite 

her inclination to shun him; perhaps to get to know him better is to 

get to feel for him; after all, "who knows/ But Dives found a matchles 

fragrance fled/ When Lazarus no longer shocked his nose?" In "To a 

75 
Brown Girl," a more obviously light-hearted piece, he again uses 

the forceful arguments of death and religion in urging another girl 

not to condemn her lover "if no puritanic strain/ Confines him to 

the nice," 

73. "Tableau," Color, p.12, for example, in which a black 
boy and a white boy walk arm in arm, oblivious to the thunder and 
lightning they create, or "Any Human to Another," The Medea and 
Some Poems, pp.70-71, in which he speaks of no man standing isolated, 
but all men sharing the joy and the pain of all other men. 

74. Color, p.77. 

75. Ibid., p.7. 



Since in the end consort together 
Magdalen and Mary, 

Youth is the time for careless weather: 
Later, lass, be wary. 

7 6 
"Words to My Love" uses the same mode; he urges his love not to 

rely upon the uncertainty of resurrection, but to live to the fullest 

in the present with the literal feast of wine and bread. And the 

second of "Two Poets,on his death-bed, having sung his heart 

in love song to the brink of death, holds in his hand a rose given 

to him by Guinevere and "drenched with Magdalen's eternal tear," 

Such love poems do combine at once the highly emotive elements 

of death and religion. In the greatest number of Cullen's love 

poems, however, the two are separated, and by far the majority fuse 

love with his sense of death; death, or its surrogate, sleep, with 

a variety of emphases is as pervasive in his love verse as it is 

through the bulk of his poetry, particularly in Color, Copper Sun, 

and The Black Christ and Other Poems, to say nothing of The Ballad 

of the Brown Girl. It operates importantly in precisely half of the 

eight poems included in the "For Love's Sake" section of Color (two 

more of the eight are supported explicitly by Christian imagery), 

as well as several other poems in the other sections of the volume. 

76. Copper Sun, p.22. 

77. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.35. 
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In the "For Love's Sake" group, the following situations occur; in 

78 
"If You Should Go," a love affair has passed as the light passes 

from the day. The poet admonishes his lover to leave quietly, for 

"a dream/ When done, should leave no trace/ That it has lived, except 

79 
a gleam/ Across the dreamer's face." In "To One Who Said Me Nay," 

the temporality of love is stressed; no one can be certain of where 

the winds will blow the hour that the lovers share. In "Advice to 

80 
Youth," the poet reminds the listener, in essence, to have a fling 

before death puts an end to all amorous opportunity. (The fourth 

poem of the group, "Oh, for a Little While Be Kind," has been 

discussed above in terms of the combination in it of death and 

religion.) The epitaphs of Color, notably those to a virgin, a 

wanton, the daughters of Magdalene, and a lovely lady have been con

sidered before, but are also, in a very real sense, to be regarded 

as love poems involving an ironic view of death, as is "To a Brown 

81 
Boy," with its racial undercurrent, which advises the brown boy 

to court the brown girl and tells him that death eradicates all vestiges 

82 
of color in any case. "The Dance of Love" tells of the poet's dancing 

a kind of primitive aphrodisiac-death dance all night with his lover 

78. Color, p.78. 

79. Ibid., p.79. 

80. Ibid., p.80. 

81. Ibid., p.8. 

82. Ibid., p.19. 



as "the killer roared above his kill"; eventually, he grows tired, 

he and his heart stand still, she dances to exhaustion, and they 

throw themselves down onto their hill and sleep. In the last love 

33 
poem in Color, "On Going," the poet fantasizes that he is dead, 

yet can return to his lover to communicate with her "In liquid words 

of rain." Again and again, death or sleep-death intrudes into the 

love condition, or is the essence of it, or calls an end to it. 

The same is true of most of the love poems of Copper Sun. 

84 
Even in "Variations on a Theme," when Cullen separates the concept 

of love from death as far as to conclude that loss of love is worse 

than death, paradoxically he cannot entirely divorce the two; he 

describes the loss of love in terms of death, finding that his hands 

are slack and his blood cold, and wondering that his heart still 

85 
beats. Its bitterly humorous title makes "A Song of Sour Grapes" 

another permutation of the love-death association; it is still clearly 

reflective of the relationship between the two forces. The speaker 

begins by wishing that his love were in the deepest grave, or rotting 

in the sea. Failing these possibilities, he remarks acidly: 

I would that your mother had never borne, 
Your father's seed to fruit, 
That meadow rats had gnawed his corn 
Before it gathered root. 

83. Ibid., p.105. 

84. Copper Sun, pp.24-25, 

85. Ibid., p.26. 
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The poem may not be terribly funny, but in its alteration in tone 

from most of the other love poems in the death mode, achieved partly 

through its treatment of sexual imagery and partly through its dryness, 

it evokes a reaction tantamount to comic relief. Not so the other 

love-death poems of Copper Sun; in these, for the most part, the 

narrator plays his role straight and grimly. In this vein he relates 

86 
"An Old Story," a narrative with an Emily Dickinson ring to it, 

about a woman who saves herself for such an impossibly regal suitor 

that only death can ever win her, and does so without her beinf aware 

87 
of it. The deeply in love are pitiable, he says, walking zombie-lilce 

along "a narrow way/ Precipitous and steep." His love is free to lie 

88 
to him in "Nocturne," to make love even seem lovely—which, by 

implication, it is not—and he will not challenge the falsehoods, 

seeing as he does, out of the corner of his eye, death's drawing 

89 
near to him. He craves death again in "Lament," searching for a 

hole deep enough to put his heart in and keep it at rest. Here 

the wish for death results from a death, that of his love, "whose 

luscious mouth the dark,/ Grim troubadour has kissed"; so close 

a kinship does Cullen feel with death in the love situation that 

86. Ibid., pp.49-50. 

87. "Pity the Deep in Love," Ibid., p.17. 

88. Ibid., p.21. 

89. Ibid., pp.28-29. 
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he personifies death itself as a sort of dark poet. In "Song of 

90 
the Rejected Lover," the narrator has ironically brought himself 

to believe, in consolation for his rejection, that for love of him 

"Queen Guinevere turns cold to Lancelot," and that "Elaine has kissed 

Death's face,/ For love of me is grief in Astolat"; he comes extremely 

close to identifying himself with death, as he has virtually identified 

death with himself in "Lament." Cullen does, however, maintain some 

dramatic distance between the narrator and himself in many, though 

surely not all, of the love poems. In some of the pieces that use 

the first person, such as "Song of the Rejected Lover," the narrator 

works as a persona, however similar his mask may be to Cullen's 

physiognomy; it is fair to say that he seldom causes the reader the 

embarrassment of love poems that are largely personal, tortured, soul-

exhibiting moans. Cullen sometimes clouds the relationship between him

self and the figure in the poem by using the third person, as in "Portrait 

91 
of a Lover"; death still lurks in the poem, but it is difficult 

to deduce finally whether Cullen is projecting himself, a type of 

breast-beating lover, or both: 

90. Ibid., p.33. 

91. Ibid., pp.47-48. 
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Of all men born he deems himself so much accurst, 
Ilis plight so piteous, his proper pain so rare, 
The very bread he eats so dry, so fierce his thirst, 
What shall we liken such a martyr to? Compare 
Him to a man with poison raging in his throat, 
And far away the one mind with an antidote. 

92 
There is a love poem in The Black Christ and Other Poems 

that is noteworthy because it reverses the pattern of the love-death 

connection that has been established here. Death pervades even this 

exception, but it is associated not with lovers, but with those to 

whom love is denied: 

Those that are loved, though niggardly, 
Move with a lively foot and eye; 
The others drag like men who see 
Their day and minute set to die. 

Most of the love-death verses in the collection do attest in a more 

consistent way to the validity of the pattern that has been observed. 

93 
"At a Parting" stresses the point that love can survive until its 

end despite the knowledge that all love affairs are inescapably doomed, 

95 
and "Ghosts" is an extension of that idea; in the later poem, the 

speaker is dead, and, in a situation that echoes a preoccupation of 

Housman, his lover is now lying with another man. If she is dis

turbed by some memory of him, he wryly counsels her, 

92. "By Their Fruits," The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.25,' 

93. Ibid., p.46. 

94. "Nothing endures,/ Not even love," Cullen reminds his 
reader in "Nothing Endures," ibid., p.52, mentioned earlier in the 
examination of his treatment of the death theme. 

95. Ibid., p.50. 



...never let it trouble you, 
Or cost you one caress; 

Ghosts are soon sent with a word or two 
Back to their loneliness. 

96 
As he bids farewell to his love in "Therefore, Adieu," he is left 

a living dead man; gone is "The feeling of the heart out of the 

97 
breast." "There Must Be Words" finds the speaker left with only 

the "wild" and tenuous hope to go on living, and he mourns a dead 

love affair with brave words he himself can scarcely credit. The 

ghostliness Cullen frequently associates with love--based on the 

sense of love's being less than it normally appears to be, just as 

a ghost is a fleshless replica of a more substantial entity--haunts 

98 
the poem "Bright Bindings." The poem is, unfortunately, haunted 

also by a mixing of book and ghost imagery, but the point is that 

the first-person narrator reads his lover's feelings as if they 

were an unread book, learns that they are sham and that she is a 

"windy tapering ghost" instead of the "flesh gifted to ache and 

bleed" that he had wanted; yet, as in other poems considered here, 

he will settle for what he can get and save the book knowing that 

it is "counterfeit." 

By now it is patently clear that Cullen's view of love is 

an uncommonly dim one, and that in one way or another, as a dark 

96. Ibid., pp.44-45. 

97. Ibid., p.53. 

98. Ibid., p.49. 



threat to love or as a way out of an already destroyed and destructive 

love affair, death looms large in that view. Since, in the examination 

of religion in Cullen, it has been shown that death is also closely 

connected to religion, it is not illogical to anticipate that religious 

elements are to be found in some of Cullen1s love poems, and this is, 

in fact, the case. Some love poems, as has been seen, use both 

the death and religious motifs simultaneously, but Cullen1s religious 

inclinations stand alone in poems—not as numerous as love-death 

pieces--in which death does not operate. He looks to faith, or, 

more accurately, to religious imagery and analogues to acquit him 

in trials of love as he does to ease the vicissitudes of other facets 

of his life. An excellent example is provided by the sonnet "Dictum": 

Yea, I have put thee from me utterly, 
And they who plead thy cause do plead in vain; 
Window and door are bolted, never key 
From any ore shall cozen them again. 
This is my regal justice: banishment, 
That those who read me now may read and see 
How self-sustained I am, with what content 
I thrive alike on love or treachery. 

God, Thou has Christ, they say, at Thy right hand; 
Close by Thy left Michael is straight and leal; 
Around Thy throne the chanting elders stand, 
And on earth Thy feudal millions kneel. 
Criest Thou never, Lord, above their song: gg 
"But Lucifer was tall, his wings were long?" 

In the barest terms, the speaker has been done wrong by someone he 

has loved and has cut himself off from the culprit. But the disap

pointment and ensuing rejection gain vastly in dignity and depth 

99. Ibid., p.47. 



from the presentation of the matter in a form that echoes the Psalms 

imperfectly but sufficiently in measure and the use of archaisms--

the pronouns, "yea," "do plead," "cozen," "leal." And the ironic 

bit of self-revelation, of which Cullen is so fond, borrows consid

erable poignance and stature from the speaker's identifying himself 

with God up to a point, then standing back and asking God, in effect, 

whether, the faithful heavenly and earthly host notwithstanding, 

He does not cry out in anguish for the loss of the excellent Lucifer. 

That is, the religious construct of the poem finally underscores 

the narrator's wistfulness, undermining the facade of regal bravado. 

Other verses are made in like fashion from the Color collection 

right through The Medea and Some Poems. He again mixes metaphors 

in "Sacrament,his love's body being his meat and her soul his 

wine while the tidal wave of her passion, ironically, "Cast bread 

101 
on stagnant water." In a companion piece, "Bread and Wine," he 

becomes bread drawing from the lips of his lover "Strength...for 

one more fight" in a world he labels a "sweaty shop." "One Day We 

102 
Played a Game " recounts an idyll he has enjoyed beneath an apple 

tree one day with a young woman: they decide to play a game called 

"Name me a Name"; one speaks the name of a famous lover and the other 

replies with the name of the mate (in the light of past discussion, 

100. Color, p.82. 

101. Ibid., p.83. 

102. Copper Sun, pp.18-19. 
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it is interesting that Cullen notes how "The grave was liberal" 

in yielding up the names of dead lovers). Their abandon increases 

as he plays Abelard to her Heloise, Pelleas to her Melisande, Tristan 

to her Isolde, Ninus to her Semiramis, Lancelot (who he is happy 

to be, instead of the forgotten Arthur) to her Guinevere, until 

their ardor reaches crescendo when he coaxes her to call him "Adam"; 

here 

... My lips grew soft with "Eve," 
And round with ardor purposing to leave 
Upon your mouth a lasting seal of bliss.... 
But midway of our kissing came a hiss 
Above us in the apple tree; a sweet 
Red apple rolled between us at our feet, 
And looking up we saw with glide and dip, 
Cold supple coils among the branches slip. 
"Evef Eve!" I cried, "Beware!" Too late. You bit. 
Half of the fruit away.... The rest of it 
I took, assuring you with misty eyes, 
"Fare each as each, we lost no Paradise." 

The fact that the poem is addressed to Yolande, the woman who was 

to become Cullen's first wife for only a brief time, might lead 

one to remark God's retributive power in view of Cullen's 

interpretation of the Adam and Eve story, but what is important for 

the purpose of this discussion is that Cullen does use the scriptural 

story to structure this version of his relationship with a young 

love, and in particular that part of the liaison that is most intense 

The other famous lovers may serve to build to the climax, but it is 

Adam and Eve who share that experience. And it is as Adam and Eve 



willing to take a kind of fortunate fall for future lovers that he 

103 
thinks of himself and his love in "The Love Tree." He urges 

her to plant with him the seed of their unhappy love, to nurture 

it with tears and weed it with bleeding hands; he wants, that is, 

a Christ-like sacrifice of their love to redeem lovers to come: 

... And men 
Will pilgrimage from far and wide to see 
This tree for which we two were crucified, 
And, happy in themselves, will never know 
' Twas break of heart that made the Love Tree grow. 

Thus it is in Christian terms that Cullen finds hope for a love 

affair that is hapless" in itself, just as it is only through the 

conception of himself as a monk regretting excruciatingly his renun

ciation of earthly pleasures that he can adequately express the abysmal 

104 
depression he feels over the end of a love affair. The man finds 

that Christ and promises of heaven are not enough to sustain him, 

but the religious situation still provides the vehicle for the feeling; 

the monk cries out, and Cullen comments to his love: 

... "Take Heaven, all, but give me back 
Those words and sighs without which I am dead; 
Which thinking on are lances, and I reel." 
Letting you go, I know how he would feel. 

What ultimately emerges from a consideration of the body 

of Cullen1s love poems is the strong sense that he is dangerously 

vulnerable to love and that he perceives lovers as fickle and love 

103. Ibid., p.36. 

104. The Medea and Some Poems, p.82. 



as untrustworthy and ephemeral. Death-~or its stand-in, sleep--

and religion so often furnish the appropriate metaphorical structure 

exactly because he regards love as both impermanent and threatening. 

There are, of course, as with any other generalizations about his 

verse, exceptions, but they are just that—exceptions; they are 

conspicuous mainly because of their uncommonness. "Name Me a Name," 

for instance, grows to a limited extent out of awareness of death 

and depends heavily on a biblical episode, but it implies the achieve 

ments of champion lovers and stresses the importance of earthly love 

over the celestial. "Asked and Answered"^"* begins with the poet 

wondering about the duration of a love affair in which he is involved 

but ends with his convincing himself not to fear the end. Yet even 

in this poem, in one sense an exception, Cullen is sharply conscious 

of the inevitable conclusion of love; he simply steels himself, 

in an Epicurean way, against the end: 

Why should I harrow up my mind like this 
To tarnish with a doubt each golden kiss? 
This is the Day most certainly. This bars 
Us now from any hidden darkness spun. 
Sufficient to the day let be the sun, 
And to the night the spear-points of the stars. 

And because of the transitory nature of love and of the fickleness 

of the women he sees dabbling in it, the end must come, and sooner 

more probably than later. Cullen may come to believe in Christian 

eternality, but he cannot, in the mass of his love poetry, come to 

105. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.33. 



accept Dionysian eternality. In poem after poem his cynicism over 

love's lack of durability is stated more or less openly. He declaims 

106 
at the beginning of a poem: 

If love be staunch, call mountains brittle; 
Love is a thing will live 
So long, my dear,--oh, just the little 
While water stays in a sieve. 

And he finishes the same piece with this comment on the poet's 

romanticizing of love: 

Whom yesterday love rhymed his sun 
Today he names a star; 
When the course of another day is run, 
What will he say you are? 

In "The Spark, he invites his lover to help him stamp out the 

spark of their association, and he cavalierly returns her heart 

in exchange for his ill-kept one, assuring her that there is no 

need to pine, since, "New heads near mine/ Will dent the clover." 

He is equally cynical in "A Song No Gentleman Would Sing to Any 

108 
Lady," in which he accounts for his having been taught by a female 

who has ended her relationship with him how to distinguish between 

a dove and a serpent, how "though a snake/ Has made them, wounds 

may heal"; there is a bravado about the poem, that of a young man 

106. "If Love Be Staunch," Copper Sun, p.30. 

107. Ibid., p.31. 

108. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.37. 
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109 
who has discovered how resilient he actually is. "The Simple Truth" 

transforms the braggadocio into a more tranquil acceptance of the 

changeability of love: lonely and sorry the poet may be, but he 

philosophizes that "Ever this was the way of wind with flame:/ To 

harry it, then leave swift as it came." "Song in Spite of Myself"''"'''^ 

summarizes the lessons of love Cullen has learned, but its title 

suggests a dichotomy between the advice he gives and his ability 

to yet abide by it himself. "Never love with all your heart," he 

cautions, nor with all your soul or mind: 

Give but a grain of the heart's rich seed, 
Confine some under cover 

And when love goes, bid him God-speed 
And find another lover. 

But for all the advice and intent, can Cullen hoard himself in this 

way? Perhaps Cullen's most comprehensive view of love, and one 

that still speaks of the fickleness of love, is to be found in the 

"Sonnet" that begins "Some for a little while do love, and some for 

111 
long," in which he admits that some loves endure "forever and 

for aye," while "some in blood do plight a fickle troth." The central 

point is that with love, one can never be sure: 

109. Ibid., p.43. 

110. Ibid., p.51. 

111. The Medea and Some Poems, p.81. 



So many ways love has none may appear 
The bitter best, and none the sweetest worst; 
Strange food the hungry have been known to bear, 
And brackish water slakes an utter thirst. 
It is a rare and tantalizing fruit 
Our hands reach for, but nothing absolute. 

Cullen cannot always be so detached, and in poems in which 

he is more emotionally involved, he suffers from his vulnerability; 

even in the case of a lover's having cut him with surgical precision 

and aloofness, "Folks will not know/ A wound has been," but he 

112 
cannot but feel the incision. In "The Cat (From the French of 

113 
Baudelaire)" he sees incarnate in the cat "A woman with thine 

eyes, satanic beast,/ Profound and cold as scythes to mow me down," 

while he caresses the animal. A woman has another embodiment in 

"Medusa"looking upon the mythological creature costs one's 

eyesight. In Cullen's treatment of Medusa, it is, significantly, 

not her ugliness that has blinded him, but the loveliness of 

her countenance—metaphorically, his vulnerability to beauty. 

Sometimes he knows of his capacity to be hurt by love, and he takes 

precautions; to love "in the noblest way" is to love 

without restraint, but he withholds a measure of nobility because 

112. Copper Sun, p.34. 

113. The Medea and Some Poems, p.94. 

114. Ibid., p.76. 



The noblest way is fraught with too much pain; 
Who travels it must drop a crucifix; 
What hurts my heart hurts deep and to the grain; 
My mother never dipped me in the Styx, 
And who would find me weak and vulnerable 
Need never aim his arrow at my heel.HS 

He knows, too, that he is not the only human to be victimized by 

love; the tension between the title of the poem "Every Lover""''^ 

and the assumption of the contents of the piece yields a wry insight 

into the universality of the afflicted lovers. The speaker of the 

poem insists that his hurt is unique, that: "There were no lovers 

bowed before my time;/ Before this treachery was none betrayed;" 
V 

love has been only to him a weasel, a fox, an asp, and only has 

his body been infected by an "alien humour" that has mingled "a 

god's disease with mortal blood." He concludes by nursing his ego 

on the thought that "Surely this visitation is divine;/ No breast 

has fed a malady like mine." The title, of course, shows Cullen's 

recurrent, if not constant, ability to stand back and smile under

standing^ at his own sentiments, for it destroys the poem's illusion 

of the singularly suffering narrator and betrays Cullen's broader 

view that love diseases any man it touches. It is this kind of 

ironic detachment and humor that makes Cullen's love poetry, for 

all its personal statement and sense of vulnerability, usually 

less maudlin and embarrassing than it would otherwise be. 

115. Ibid., p. 80. 

116. Ibid., p.73. 



Yet, finally, it is Cullen's openness to attack by the fickleness 

of love that makes itself most felt in the sensibility of the reader. 

Perhaps as lucid an example as any is provided in "One Day I Told 

117 
My Love ; in this poem, there is no suffering because in the end, 

the girl the narrator addresses happens to treat his heart gently 

and warns him against exposing it, but the point is that, in a 

powerful metaphor, he makes himself infinitely vulnerable to his 

lover's whims. He removes his very heart from its"hidden socket/ 

Where it was wont to grieve," and offers to fashion for her a locket 

or other ornament from it. In the telling third stanza of the poem 

he confesses the formidable danger to which he has laid his heart 

open: 

I let her hold the naked thing 
No one had seen before; 

And had she willed her hand might wring 
It dry and drop it to the floor. 

For Countee Cullen, black poet attempting to reconcile 

blackness and whiteness in poetry, love is too uncertain a thing 

to be trusted. Death is surer and more welcome, and, he comes 

eventually to believe, so is the Christian salvation that death 

makes possible/ . 

117. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.54. 



CHAPTER IV 

AN EVALUATION OF CULLEN'S POETRY 

It is time, now that the themes of Cullen's poetry are 

identified and their relationships to each other and to his personal 

motivation drawn, to make an evaluation of his poetry based purely— 

insofar as that is possible—upon literary criteria. This, surely, 

is the only kind of assessment of more than passing interest to people 

concerned with poetry, and it must be the kind of judgment that Cullen 

himself, who wanted so much to be known as a poet rather than a Negro 

poet that he wrongly denied composing Negro verse, would want passed 

on him. Yet there exists no evaluation of this kind, purged of extra-

literary considerations and founded on a substantive accounting of the 

whole corpus of his poetry. One student of his work^" has exclaimed 

that there must be something of value in Cullen's verse, evidenced by 

the fact that it has aroused the attention of a great many critics even 

in poor reviews: "A revaluation of his work by a student of criticism 

would be a great aid in determining...the poems for which lovers of 

poetry will remember him," she says. What the supposition that Cullen 

will be remembered by posterity fails to acknowledge is that most of the 

critical attention drawn to Cullen has been related to the fact of his 

color and his preoccupation with color; that it began in the Twenties, 

1. Perry, p.38. 
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when it was fashionable for white America to notice black artists and 

Cullen secured a forum for his work, with his impressive education, solid 

Harlem background, and genuine intelligence, chiefly in the Negro 

periodicals Opportunity and Crisis. The supposition also overlooks 

the fact that when he died and On These I Stand was posthumously 

published in 1947, most of the strictly literary examination of that 

volume, evoked largely by the residue of the fame he had achieved 

earlier and the sense that a word ought to be said about the final 

testament of such a good man, was essentially negative; and that, 

finally, it may be impossible for the "student of criticism" attempting 

to apply objective standards to Cullen*s work to recommend it highly 

to "lovers of poetry." Cullen's poetry, this is to say, may indeed 

be praised by some, but a scan of the spectrum of Cullen criticism 

strongly suggests that what is favorable in it is, in large measure, 

the result of an understandable sociological urge to create an instant 

Afro-American literature and to beatify writers who can possibly be 

construed to have contributed to its canon. There is, of course, a group 

of black writers who have done some excellent work according to general 

literary standards: LeRoi Jones, Gwendolyn Brooks, Robert Hayden, and 

Cullen's contemporary, Langston Hughes in poetry, for example; James Baldwin, 

Ralph Ellison, Richard Wright in the novel; perhaps others in these 

and other genres. But the conscious effort to create a longer list 

by arbitrarily appending to it the names of writers of the calibre 

of Countee Cullen is bound to fail in the same way that the conscious 

effort by the Connecticut Wits and others at the end of the eighteenth 



and beginning of the nineteenth centuries to create an American 

literature was bound to fail; a national or group literature is 

created only when individual genius is permitted to work independently 

of dogma. An Afro-American literature, whether it remain a subdivision 

of American literature or somehow becomes an independent entity, will 

grow in significance only when its advocates cease trying to hack 

one out and stop making extravagant claims for the work of writers 

such as Cullen within it. It is indeed time, more than time, for 

"a student of criticism" to assay the poetry of Countee Cullen by 

surveying the criticism on i-t to date, by noting Cullen's own feeling 

towards his work, by critically examining his poetic habits and 

arriving at some conclusions on their strengths and weaknesses based 

on the evidence of the poems. 

The sort of banal criticism that seeks to elevate Cullen to 

the host of black literary heroes is not exclusively reserved for 

black commentors or black periodicals, but, as might be expected, 

these are the usual sources; the critic comes to praise him, most 

definitely not to bury him--the point of this variety of Cullen 

criticism is to ensure that he is not buried by more impartial literary 

judgment. An article by Robert A. Smith, "The Poetry of Countee 

2 
Cullen," offers itself as a fine working model of this dereliction 

of critical duty. It is slightly insidious because, although it 

understates them, it does approach accuracy in finding some flaws 

2. Phylon, XI, iii (Third Quarter 1950), 216-221. 



in the poetry; Smith remarks, for example, "The greatest faults that 

can be found with Copper Sun are an occasional misplaced poetic 

word, an awkward line, or a trite phrase borrowed from a master." 

Furthermore, in what is undoubtedly a desire to be fair, Smith actually 

invents some incredible faults that sound like the insights of a semi-

literate sophomore: "...his first poem [The Ballad of the Brown 

Girl] showed an imbalance in his lines, for he used too many conson

ants and too few vowels. This is frequently the usual [note the 

redundancy] sort of thing to expect from an immature writer." But 

Smith's use of wishful thinking to find strength in the poetry 

that overcomes the weakness is excruciatingly apparent: he observes, 

"A final evaluation of Color will show that it reflects immaturity 

and that it contained hackneyed expressions long overworked years 

ago by poets. On the other hand, there is a modicum of vigor in 

some of his poetry"—as if "a modicum of vigor" could compensate 

for what Smith himself represents as immature hack work. To mitigate 

the acknowledged faults of Copper Sun, Smith says, "Unquestionably, 

the author tried to use good phraseology, and where he has not succeeded, 

one cannot say, even then, that he had not tried," and,in speaking 

of the body of Cullen's poetry, Smith adds, "...he never seemed to 

develop a world view; hence his interest in world problems appears 

weak. It may be said that at no time, however, does he appear 

insincere." Clearly it is necessary only to cite truisms to dispatch 

Smith's puerile justification of Cullen's work: is not the very 

least that can be expected of any man aspiring to be a writer that 



he should make an attempt at "good phraseology" and that he should 

be sincere. Besides, it is not fair to accuse Cullen of failure to 

develop a world view; the failure is Smith's to realize that Cullen, 

though he may be inconsistent and self-contradictory at times, does 

have a world view, the essence of which is hope and protest, fraught 

with the by-product of those forces, despair. Smith, too, finds 

a pattern of growth in Cullen's verse, evidenced by the lyrics of 

The Black Christ and Other Poems, which Smith finds technically 

better and more mature than previous poems. He has moved, Smith 

claims, beyond "trite sentimentalism," and the poems of this volume 

"are not the early amateur rhymes, but those of a poet who had made 

a noticeable improvement in his style of versification." Never does 

Smith move from the area of such generalities--generalizations that 

are plainly refuted by even a swift perusal of the poems in the 

volume. Cullen begins the piece "Tribute (To My Mother)" with the 

lines: 

Because man is not virtuous in himself, 
Nor kind, nor given to sweet charities, 
Save goaded by the kindling little elf 
Of some dear face it pleasures him to please.... 

It is impossible to comprehend by any stretch of the imagination how 

such a poem, in subject matter or in execution, moves significantly 

beyond the "trite sentimentalism" of Cullen1s earlier work or demon

strates any "noticeable improvement in his style of versification"; 

3. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.9. 



Smith must have been "goaded by the kindling little elf" to utter 

such sweet critical charities. He must not have noted the moaning, 

4 
awkward sentimentality of the jilted lover in "Therefore, Adieu," 

which opens with the emotionally and syntactically contorted complaint 

"Now you are gone, and with your unreturning goes/ All I had thought 

in spite of you would stay" and contains such a violent struggle 

for rhyme as: "...they run/ From me to you as fly to honey, bees." 

Smith's wishes notwithstanding, the examples of the weaknesses of 

the poems in The Black Christ and Other Poems are not really excep

tional. \ 

Even Margaret Perry, who feels that Cullen deserves a place 

in literary history, tacitly admits that there was no important 

growth in his poetic ability during the course of his career, by 

venturing the opinion that he will be remembered for such poems as 

"Incident," "Heritage," "The Shroud of Color," "Threnody for a Brown 

5 
Girl," and The Ballad of the Brown Girl; of these five poems, the 

first three are from his first volume of verse; the fourth from his 

second; and the last from his third, the separately published ballad. 

The point of Cullen1s failure to mature as a poet is, obviously, 

a critical one in any attempt to judge his total poetic worth; it 

is a valid and damaging point, and was noted by various reviewers 

4. Ibid., pp.44-45. 

5. Perry, p.38. 



of On These I Stand when it appeared in 1947. Because it was a 

posthumous collection, mostly comprising pieces from earlier volumes, 

it gave critics the occasion to summarize their views of the totality 

of Cullen's work, and, though the critics generally tried to be as 

gentle to Cullen's memory as possible, the reviews generally reflect 

disappointment that Cullen had not developed adequately, had not 

fulfilled his early promise. John Ciardi recognized the strength 

of some of the lyrics and sonnets but felt that Cullen had generally 

suffered from the "taint of artiness," Poetry offered a reason 

for what it saw as Cullen's ultimate failure: 

Cullen neither accepted nor developed a comprehensive world 
view. As a consequence, his poems seem to result from occa
sional impulses rather than from direction by an integrated 
individual.... He was, in other words, an able and perplexed 
intelligence and a sensitive and confused heart.^ 

In this questionable view, Poetry and Robert A. Smith concur. What 

is more to the point of Cullen's lack of development is Helen Wolfert' 

review of On These I Stand, "Cullen's Early Poems Are Best," in 

PM, March 10, 1947, which can wax ecstatic only up to a point: 

His are the old jewels: the rhymes whose carats were weighed 
long ago, the words beautiful in their own right and strung 
in their traditional arrangement. His fabric is Biblical 
and Romantic emotional elegance.... 

6. (Review of On These I'Stand), The Atlantic Monthly, 
CLXXIX (March 1947), 145. 

7. (Review of On These I Stand), Poetry, LXX (July 1947), 223 
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The early poems are as good as one remembers them, the 
later ones inferior. The puzzle is why Cullen did not merely 
stop growing, but was thrown back. Here one remembers Cullen1s 
use of the old forms--first, his love of them and, second, 
his avoidance of original contributions to them as if he were 
avoiding the creation of poetry altogether. 

In another review of On These I Stand, Ruth Lechlitner, in the New 

York Herald Tribune Weekly Book Review, August 31, 1947, betrays a 

marked intolerance for Cullen1s racial poetry, but more generally 

sees his work in this way: 

"On These I Stand," a collection of Countee Cullen1s 
poems which he compiled shortly before his death, in 1946, 
contains his best known work and a few hitherto unpublished 
pieces. Reading them chronologically from "Color" through 
"The Medea," it will be apparent that Countee Cullen1s 
talents were at their height in his earlier work, that 
the later poems add little to his early and distinguished 
success. 

Thus, the feeling was widespread among reviewers who were 

still aware of Cullen in 1947, that he had somewhere gone wrong as 

a poet--and they were right. But how had the idea arisen in the 

first instance that Cullen was, in fact, a poet of promise? Partly, 

as has been suggested, the notion of his potential was engendered 

early by black critics in black organs seeking during the Harlem 

Renaissance to establish a Negro poetic pantheon, and partly it was 

furthered by white critics in white organs who participated in the 

new white awareness of the "New Negro" that nurtured that Renaissance. 

Thomas L.G. Oxley's adulation of Cullen, May 30, 1928, in The Amsterdam 

News, provides an example of the kind of unqualified and extra-

literary judgment that hyper-advertized young Cullen to the world; 



he declares with all of the vigor of an advertizing agency and none 

of its subtlety in selling a commodity: 

Cullen is a Negro among Negroes, an American among Americans. 
He displays in his poetry an invention almost endless, and 
a fancy extremely exuberant and gorgeous. His versification 
is rich, flowing and harmonious to a degree which, no other 
poet since young Cotter Zi.e. Joseph S. Cotter, Jr., a 
promising Negro poet who died in 1919 before reaching his 
twenty-fourth birthday; he published one book of verse, The 
Band of Gideoo7 has surpassed. His imagery is luxuriant 
and romantic, his poetry is sweet in its sentiment, enchanting 
in its melody, and exceedingly delightful for the vein of 
pensive tenderness and pathos. 

And on and on goes Oxley with little qualification. Reviewers working 

so hard to create a black Orpheus could not be satisfied to begin 

by presenting to the world a human Prince Hal who had room to grow 

into a Henry V. This is, of course, a generalization that is not 

universally true, and it is fair to offer a wider sampling of commentary 

on some collections of Cullen*s poetry to show both the variety of 

opinion on his work and, to an extent, the effect of the widespread 

hyperbolic praise of his earlier work. Babette Deutsch found her 

favorable impression of the Color volume (1925) tempered by finding 

8 9 
in the poems "the faults of youth." An anonymous review in Poetry 

of the same collection noted that the race issue as it pervaded the 

10 
book did not qualify its lyric value, while Crisis praised Color, 

stressing, as may be expected, primarily the racial element in the 

8. (Review of Color), Nation, CXXI (December 30, 1925), 764. 

9. Poetry, XXVIII (April 1926), 53. 

10. Crisis, XXXI (March 1926), 238. 



poetry. The anonymous reviewer in The International Book Review 

found the black Orpheus he apparently sought: "If there is a more 

promising poet in America, I do not know his name.... Countee Cullen 

11 
is a supreme master of Beauty." 

Copper Sun (1927) was not as well received as Color, although 

12 
The New York Times Book Review believed that Cullen had gained 

13 
"depth" since the first volume had appeared,and E.A. Robinson, 

in an unpublished letter to Cullen dated September 4, 1927, said that 

he had derived much "pleasure and satisfaction" from the work, as he 

had from Color; he added to Cullen: "There is something in the work 

that makes it entirely your own." Typical of the opposition view 

14 
is that of Harry Alan Potamkin, who could observe no growth in 

Cullen since the advent of the first book and criticized him for 

having "capitalized on the fact of race...." To Potamkin's mind, 

"His poetry begins and ends in epithet skill." 

When The Black Christ and Other Poems appeared in 1929, it 

15 
was accorded a mixed reception. The New York Times Book Review 

was enraptured to find that "...in the simplicity of his verse there 

is enmeshed more of significance and beauty than will be found in 

11. The International Book Review, IV (March 1926), 252, 
quoted in Perry, p.34. 

12. (August 21, 1927), p.5. 

13. Noted by Perry, p.35. 

14. New Republic, LII (October 12, 1927), 218. 

15. (December 1, 1929), p.7, quoted in Perry, p.36. 



many a day." The Times of London agreed that the volume was impressive. 

16 
The Nation, however, insisted that the long title poem lacked "clarity 

of conception," while the assessment in Poetry,^ the longest review 

of The Black Christ and Other Poems, was that, though many of the 

shorter poems were pleasant, there was a slightness and exaggerated 

musicality.in "The Black Christ" that betrayed its lofty theme. 

Granville Hicks complained, "In general, Mr. Cullen's talents do not 

18 
seem to be developing as one might wish...," and even Opportunity 

candidly declared that Cullen had made no appreciable headway. 

Perhaps the review that most succinctly appraises Cullen's 

work is that by Harvey Curtis Webster on the publication of On These 

I Stand in 1947. With Cullen dead after having made his selection 

for his poetic testament, Webster examines him retrospectively and 

concludes: 

One of Cullen's great misfortunes must have been that 
he was usually commended by both Negroes and whites for 
extra-poetic reasons. He was praised by Negroes because 
he was a Negro of distinction, by whites because they feared 
dispraise might be called prejudice. Consequently, Cullen's 
poetry was never severely and sympathetically criticized while 
he was alive to benefit by it.^" 

16. Nation, CXXX (March 12, 1930), 303. 

17. Poetry, XXXV (February 1930), 289. 

18. "Illumination" (Review of The Black Christ and Other 
Poems), Nation, CXXX (March 12, 1930), 304. 

19. Harvey Curtis Webster, "A Difficult Career" (Review 
of On These I Stand), Poetry, LXX (July 1947), 224-225. 
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Webster also notes what no reasonably acute reader of the poetry of 

the Twenties and Thirties can fail to notice: 

Cullen was singularly unaware of what was going on in 
the world of poetry. In the age of Pound and Eliot, he 
tortured syntax and used such words as "aught" and "albeit." 
He nowhere shows any evidence of studying the styles of any 
modern poets other than Millay, Wylie, and Housman, although 
...he wrote imitations of most of the older poets in the 
days at Harvard that preceded the publication of Color.... 

Another student of Cullen agrees, saying: 

He was unaware of what was going on in the world of poetry. 
He did not study the style of modern poets with the exception 
of Millay, Wylie, and Hausman Zsic7. This failure to absorb 
the technical discoveries of his contemporaries caused him 
to be un-selfcritical. It was also partly responsible for 
his failure to develop a style peculiarly his own. 

Now, on the one hand, certainly it is not a literary sin for a poet 

to fail to use Pound or Eliot, or any other standard modern seminal 

influence as one of the bases for his verse, and, on the other, 

Cullen was aware of E.A. Robinson, and Amy Lowell, and others not 

mentioned by Webster. But the fact remains that if a poet does 

choose his models from considerably earlier times, as Cullen heeded, 

for the most part, the hundred-year-old voice of John Keats, the 

onus is upon him to avoid sounding ghostly in his poetry—that is, 

to sufficiently attune his work to the modern ear by purging his 

verse of bone-rattling and moans so that he does not seem a curious 

antiquity. And there is no question but that by choice Cullen remained 

20. Ibid. 

21. Dinger, p.22. 
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largely out of tune with the kinds of innovation that tempered the 

modern ear. His "Dark Tower" assessment of Louis Untermeyer's The 

Forms of Poetry in 1927 implies much about his affinity for trad

itional forms; his analogy between such forms and a straight-jacket 

is curious in view of the fact that Cullen's only deviation from 

traditional form was a piece called "To The Swimmer," and that was 

O O 
composed while he was still a high-school student 

The able illustrations by which the author has chosen to 
exemplify the various poetic forms and expressions will either 
introduce you to, or reacquaint you with, some excellent poems 
which still retain their attraction despite the straight-
jacket of form they wear. Austin Dobson's chant royal, The 
Dance of Death, after numerous readings remains more a poem 
than a tour de force, as do many of his other examples of 
the strict English and French forms. Justin Huntley 
McCarthy's ballade I Wonder in What Isle of Bliss is 
still remembered, and Shelley's use of the Spencerian 
l_stc/ stanza in Adonais and Keats' in The Eve of St. Agnes 
are enduring monuments to form, while no less a poet than 
Edwin Arlington Robinson has used the villanelle with telling 
effect in his poem, The House on the Hill. For those who 
think these are considerations of the past, let me mention 
just a few of the moderns whom Mr. Untermeyer cites as having 
this intelligence of poetic form, and making conscious use 
of it in their poetry: Joseph Auslander, A. E. Housman, 
Robert Frost, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Amy Lowell, and Edna 
St. Vincent Millay^ The Forms of Poetry impresses us as 
indispensible /sic/ to both poet and poetry-student; and its 
perusal would save many a young poet the error of writing 
twelve line sonnets, and blank verse poems in which the lines 
run the gamut from trimeter iambics to pentameter trochees.23 

22. Noted by Perry, p. 27. 

23. "The Dark Tower," Opportunity, V (April 1927), 118-119. 
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Cullen is unquestionably knowledgeable in matters of conventional 

prosody, and he appears to enjoy dwelling upon them. But it is clear 

that he has an emotional as well as an intellectual commitment to 

them, and a natural antipathy toward the sort of "new" poetry with 

which Amy Lowell was associated. In another "Dark Tower" review, 

this one of Miss Lowell's posthumous Ballads for Sale, he explains 

why her poems fail to satisfy him: 

...complaisant readers as we are, we neither weep, nor burst 
buttons in our mirth, nor jig to the tune of these poems.... 
If the Archduchess Anne "had great heart," Amy Lowell had 
interests great enough to offer as an extenuation for the 
fact that she actually wrote very few real poems. There 
is legerdemain of style and thought in these poems as there 
as Csi-cJ in everything she wrote; there is the impress of a 
vivid and acquisitive mind for which nothing dwindles too 
small for comment. But for the hungry heart to feed upon. 
for the emotions to kindle and flame by, there is little. ̂  

It is evident that, whatever the worth or limitations of Amy Lowell's 

poems might be, what Cullen objects to is their intellectualism--

what Cullen takes to be their superficial intellectualism--and, by 

extension, it is reasonable to suppose that it was a similar char

acteristic he noticed in such "moderns" as Eliot, Pound, Williams, 

and others. Of great interest is an actual application of Cullen1s 

poetic taste in a comparison he made in a "Dark Tower" review of a 

collection of poems on Lindbergh's transatlantic flight, The Spirit 

of St. Louis (New York: George H. Doran Company, 1927); singling 

24. Ibid., VI (February 1928), 53. 
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out a poem by Bliss Carman on the subject and one by Thomas Hornesby 

Ferril, Cullen observes: 

The patriarchal Bliss Carman astounds us with a stanza 
like this: 

With no fuss nor publicity-seeking 
Quietly one morning, 
With one or two loiterers standing by, 
He strolls down to his plane 
With a sandwich in his pocket, 
Steps in with a good-bye 
And is off. 

Certainly that may be, if we consider veracity alone, 
an accurate and reportorial stanza, but it takes more 
than the bare truth to make a poem. Wherein the difference 
lies may be determined by comparing Mr. Carman's stanza 
with...this final stanza from Mr. Ferril's poem "The 
Arros of Acestes"': • 

Then standing with his left leg on the world, 
He swung his right leg through a little arc,-
And pulled his left leg in and closed the door 
And arches the land and sea and day and dark.25 

Thus, to Cullen the second piece is by far the more praiseworthy; 

Carman's treatment is scarcely even a poem. He simply could not 

share the sense of the collective modern ear, which must certainly 

hear Ferril's stanza as more elegant, to be sure, but with a standard, 

contrived "poetic" elegance marked with streaks of purple. He could 

not realize that, within the limitations of the Carman stanza, there 

is at least a spareness, a vividness, a successful marriage of sound 

and sense in low key that Carman intended. This is not to say 

that Cullen is himself incapable of writing a clean line; in his 

epigrams and many of his better poems he demonstrates that facility. 

Nevertheless, the utter lack of adornment of much modern poetry, 

25. Ibid., p.52. 
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its tendency toward greater emotional detachment, its need to find 

a way out of the dilemma caused by advertising's arrogating to itself 

more arid more of the materials of poetry, are things with which 

he finds it virtually impossible to come to terms. He can think of 

moving away from heavy "poetic" diction, but even here he can achieve 

but partial success. In an interview with Winifred Rothermel, 

"Countee Cullen Sees Future for the Race," in the St. Louis Argus, 

February 3, 1928, Cullen summarizes straightforwardly his poetic 

vision: "I would say that good poetry is lofty thought beautifully 

expressed." Replying to his interviewer's rhetorical question 

concerning whether or not such a definition "would eliminate a 

great deal we find in modern anthologies...that parades under the 

name of poetry that does not suggest loftiness of thought, although 

there is an attempt at beautiful expression," Cullen observes: 

Yes,...I think the pendulum has swung quite far in that 
direction. It was an effort on the part of poets to break 
away from stilted phraseology in poetry. We have now dis
covered that "you" can be used quite as effectively as 
"thou" in a poem, and I believe that the tendency is toward 
the lofty exalted thoughts for poetic expression once again. 
Poetry should not be too intellectual; it should deal, I 
think, more with the emotions. The highest type of poems 
is that which warmly stirs the emotions, which awakens a 
responsive chord in the human heart. Poetry, like music, 
depends upon feeling rather than intellect, although there 
should, of course, be enough in a poem to satisfy the mind, 
too. 

One further remark Cullen makes in his discussion with Miss Rothermel 

sheds light on his affinity for the past rather than the present 

as a time of greater grace and beauty, a time that provides lovelier 
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models for the poet than the present: "The period of chivalry and 

knighthood has always keenly interested me," he says. "I believe I 

have a very romantic strain within me and I shall never be satisfied 

until I write a romance." Such a yearning is not surprising in terms 

of the racial pressures his historical situation imposed on him; 

one thinks of, say, William Morris in England; or E.A. Robinson, 

whom Cullen admired; or even Walt Whitman in Democratic Vistas all 

reaching back to feudal times, though in ways different from Cullen1s. 

As the title of the interview implies, and as Cullen repeated in 

other dicta, he was hopeful for the future of the black man in America; 

in particular, he believed that art, more than religion or formal 

education, would be the effective and beautiful leveller of races. 

But in the hope for the future was mixed the inescapable disappointment 

over the present—hence the familiar human turning to a romantic view 

of a past enshrouded by time. 

It is clear that Cullen was not only troubled by doubts over 

the role that art could play in the betterment of race relations, 

for all his will to believe that art could effect a change, but also 

by increasing doubts through the course of his poetic career concerning 

his effectiveness as a poet, for all the praise and encouragement 

he received, especially early in the Harlem Renaissance. Harvey 

Curtis Webster further notes in his review of On These I Stand, 
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"As his own selection, which contains all his best serious verse 

and too much that is mediocre or poor, evidences, he himself saw 

his career as a descending curve, for he chose twenty-five poems 

from Color, twenty-one, twenty-three, eighteen, and two poems from 

26 
the volumes that followed it...." The point, surely, is well 

taken. Cullen himself, in choosing the poems he wished to leave 

for posterity, must have recognized his own lack of growth as a poet, 

for the bulk of his choice came from the earlier works; and, as has 

been previously pointed out, he bothered to collect only six new 

poems in On These I Stand that he had composed after the appearance 

of the 1935 Medea volume (with the exception of a couple of children's 

verses from The Lost Zoo). Moreover, even in his earliest volume and 

throughout his artistic life he dwelt again and again on the nature 

of verse, in general, as a means of defeating the mortality of which 

he was painfully conscious, while, at the same time, repeatedly 

worrying about his particular value as poet. In that first collection 

he wavers in the epitaphs "For a Poet" and "For a Singer" between 

believing he has overcome time by figuratively wrapping his dreams 

27 
in a silken cloth and locking them away in the golden box of poetry 

and seeing death as the assassin who slays the artist before he can 

fulfill himself and gain immortality: 

26. Webster, p.224. 

27. Color, p.45. 
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" ; Death clogged this flute 
At its highest note; 

Song sleeps here mute £8 
In this breathless throat. 

Keats, Cullen reflects, has, in a sense, overcome death,for Keats's 

29 
"singing lips that cold death kissed/ Have seared his own with flame." 

And, though Cullen acknowledges Keats's creativity to be greater 

than .his own (and Keats's "negative capability" also to be more 

potent, if that is what Cullen means-by his predecessor's "sensitive 

will"), yet the master's sensibility can flow through him and help 

30 
him, too, to outlive death. So that at times, though never sup

posing himself to be equal to Keats in poetic power, he can grasp 

at the possibility of sharing a measure of Keats's immortality; if 

"On Going" is taken as a comment on poetry, then it is clear that 

Cullen imagines he can overcome death, whose approach so deeply 

31 
troubles him, by living on "In liquid words of rain" for his lover. 

Even among the poems of the first volume, however, there is serious 

doubt implied in the plaint "To My Friends. V Here Cullen takes the 

anti-existential view that he is only a creation of "You feeble few 

that hold me somewhat more/ Than all I am;" he concludes that all 

28. Ibid., p.48. 

29. Ibid., "For John Keats, Apostle of Beauty," p.68.. 

30. Ibid., "To John Keats, Poet. At Spring Time," pp.102-104. 

31. Ibid., p.105. 
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he really is, all "these fine heroics come to this,/ My Friends: 

32 
if you are true, I needs must be" --surely, a tribute to his friends, 

but a most tentative way for an artist to express confidence in himself. 

As is to be expected, the 1927 collection reiterates many of 

the attitudes toward poetry and toward himself as poet that Cullen 

advanced in Color. Death, he says again, has no dominion over Keats; 

indeed, he points out, Keats has acquired a permanency in death 

that he could, obviously, not hope to achieve in life: ' "Endymion, 

your star is steadfast now,/ Beyond aspersion's power to glitter 

33 
down...." "Cor Cordium" emphasizes Shelley's immortality in much 

the same way: 

Cor cordium is written there, 
But the heart of hearts is away; 
They could not fashion any^jpier 
To hold that burning clay. 

And "The Poet" affirms in a general way the poet's power over death 

without employing the example of a particular figure: 

Thus militant, with sword in hand, 
His battle shout renewing, 
He feels all faith affords is planned, 
As seeds, for rich accruing; 
Death ties no knot too gordigged 
For his deft hands' undoing. 

32. Ibid., p.100. 

33. Copper Sun, "To Endymion," p.76. 

34. Ibid., p.56. 

35. Ibid., p.66. 
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Yet the security Cullen finds in such thoughts is not unperturbed. 

He is struck by the ineptitude of a poet to more than begin to describe 

the beauty of the world; and his friends' high opinion of him does 

not here mitigate his awareness of his limitation. Awestruck by the 

loveliness of the Mediterranean, all Cullen can do is write a markedly 

florid poem on the impossibility of doing more. The very man who 

named that sea understood the difficulty Cullen assumes: "That 

sire of singers, the poet who/ First named this sullen sea the blue/ 

And left off painting there, he knew!" Cullen simply admits the most 

fundamental defeat of any poet—the inability to harness words to 

his purpose—and substitutes for a verbal painting of the object 

and its implications a painting in purple of the difficulty itself; 

of the near-dumb namer of the Mediterranean and of poets to follow, 

Cullen says: 

And for retelling little room 
He willed to singers then unborn 
But destined later years, at morn, 
High noon, twilight, or night to view 
This Protean sheet, and anguish through 
The mind to paint its wayward hue. 
Not Helen's eyes, no vaunted stains 
That shone in Cressid's lacy veins, 
Not those proud fans the peacocks spread, 
No sky that ever arched its head 
Above a wonder-stricken two ^ 
Aghast at love, wore such a hue. 

It should be said that Cullen at least went some way toward expunging 

these lines from his poetic record by omitting the poem from On These 

I Stand. 

36. Ibid., "On the Mediterranean Sea," pp.72-73. 
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Two poems in Copper Sun introduce another facet of Cullen 

as poet, this one in relation to how he sees himself as lover. In 

37 
"Timid Lover" the poet pleads dumbness when he is in the role of 

lover, and he enlarges upon the notion of antithesis between love 

38 
and poetry in "The Poet Puts His Heart to School," in which he 

proclaims the necessity to sacrifice love in order to be a poet; 

he seems to insist on a dichotomy between non-poetic passion--which 

is to say love—and a colder intellectual condition that he equates 

with making poetry. Cullen seems aware, or partly aware, therefore, 

of something in himself that makes him much more a poet of the mind 

than of the passions, in terms of the way he intellectualizes his 

love poetry and protest poetry. This is to say that the reader often 

finds grey matter in his work where more red blood cells are expected, 

and Cullen senses this as well, even in the 1927 volume. In 

"Valedictory," in the 1929 The Black Christ and Other Poems, he 

cannot accept poetry and life, or, more exactly, love, as congruent 

experiences. Though a love affair has ended in bitterness and he 

shall no more write of his former lover, he will not cease believing 

in and singing of love as a kind of intellectual entity whose "essence 

shines devoid of form,/ Passion plucked of its sting...." He 

declares: 

37. Ibid., p.20. 

38. Ibid., p.45. 
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Love was ever the brightest dream 
My pen might seize upon; 
Think not I shall renounce the theme 
Now that the dream is done. 
We are put by, but not the Bow, 
The Arrows, and the Dove. 
Though you and I go down, still glow 
The armaments of love."^ 

He finds that the "singer of sweet songs," the poet who cries the 

goodness of love when love is simply bred from poverty and pride, has 

40 
lied to. him; to be immersed in love is to be made insensitive 

to the truth--and while the poet must speak beautifully, he must above 

all speak truthfully. The poet in love discovers himself in a box 

from which it is beyond his strength to extricate himself, for he 

is "compelled to love his star,/ Not knowing he could never tell you 

41 
why/ Though silence makes inadequate reply." Poems in The Medea 

and Some Poems (1935) continue to express the same conviction, that 

love and poetry are, somehow, immiscible qualities. Cullen regards 

poetry as meagre protection against the attack of love gone wrong; 

it represents "the brittle arms we wield,/ Whose pencil is our sword, 

42 
whose page our shield." He appears uncertain of his power even 

to use poetry for what he sees as the utilitarian purpose of protecting 

39. The Black Christ and Other Poems, pp.58-59. 

40. Ibid., "To an Unknown Poet," p.15. 

41. Ibid., "Tongue-tied," p.27. 

42. The Medea and Some Poems, "Sonnet: What I am saying 
now was said before," p.84. 
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him against the hardships of love. He goes as far, in one poem 

in the collection, as to say that the man in love is not really a 

whole man and, therefore, cannot sing as a whole poet; he says with 

relief: 

Now I have back my heart again, 
My feet have sprouted wings; 

My tongue imprisoned long in pain 
Unlocks itself and sings.^ 

The Medea and Other Poems does not only contain poems of 

self-doubt arising from Cullen's mistrust of the love trap; there 

are also two notably self-effacing pieces that underscore Cullen's 

more general unease about his poetic ability. "To France" makes 

reference to "better poets," now dead, who have earlier sung the 

beauties of Paris. Much more poignant is "After a Visit," which 

conveys his deep and genuine humility after spending an evening 

in the company of a group of Irish poets at the home of Padraic 

Colum; it ends with a searing sense of his diminution in the presence 

of men whom Cullen acknowledges to himself to be his artistic betters: 

And shame of my apostasy was like a coal 
That reached my tongue and heart and far off frigid soul, 
Melting myself into myself, making me weep 45 
Regeneration's burning tears, preluding sleep. 

43. Ibid., "Interlude," p.77. 

44. Ibid., p.74. 

45. Ibid., pp.67-68. 
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If there is resolve in the idea of regeneration, there is far more 

a sense of inadequacy--and it should be remembered that following 

the publication of the volume in which "After a Visit" appears, 

Cullen, who had earlier pledged his life to poetry and the achieve

ment of racial equality through poetry, turned away from the writing 

of serious verse to the extent that he caused only six to be collected 

ever again. 

These are, of course, not the only, or perhaps even the 

strongest, self-deprecating poems of Cullen, His doubts come early 

and stay long, and, perhaps, in conjunction with his disappointment 

over lack of change in the racial situation in America, eventually 

force him to confront himself and step back from his poetry. The 

dedicatory piece of The Black Christ and Other Poems is a brave 

beginning for the collection; Cullen claims to write under the influ

ence of Pan in opposition to idolators of what is modern in poetry. 

But it is a defiant face he cannot long wear; "A Wish" attests to 

Cullen's concern for his stamina, if not for his immediate power: 

I hope when I have sung my rounds 
Of song, I shall have strength to slay 
The wish to chirp on any grounds, 
Content that silence hold her sway, 
My tongue not rolling futile sounds 
After my heart has had its say. 

46. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.31. 
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It is in another poem in that collection, however, that Cullen performs 

his most overt act of self-questioning; the verse is directly and 

appropriately called "Self Criticism": 

Shall I go all my bright days singing, 
(A little pallid, a trifle wan) 
The failing note still vainly clinging 
To the throat of the stricken swan? 

Shall I never feel and meet the urge 
To bugle out beyond my sense 
That the fittest song of earth is a dirge, 
And only fools trust Providence? 

Than this better the reed never turned flute, 
Better than this no song, 
Better a stony silence, better a mute 
Mouth and a cloven tongue. 

Ihese are the lines of a man grown weary of looking at the world 

and at the vicissitudes of love in the way that Cullen had to, and 

of reflecting that vision honestly—through a skin darkly and, usually, 

through a heavy heart warily. He did not finally commit himself to 

the direction of "stony silence" for a few years, but by the end 

of the 1920's the decision was in process. The complex of reasons 

for his increasing disappointment in his art can only be a matter 

of conjecture helped, to an extent, by inferences drawn from his 

verse. Certainly Cullen1s disillusionment concerning the use of 

poetry as a means to better race relations must be a factor. Perhaps, 

too, there is involved a sense that while other poets, men such as 

those who inadvertently shamed him at Padraic Colum's home, can heed 

47. Ibid., p.38. 
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their passions and, with sufficient control, make them the stuff 

of poetry, he cannot be at once passionately associated with a person 

or situation and make good poetry out of the association. And then 

one can suppose that his own critical faculties thrust home the 

truth of the adverse reviews his collections get after the first 

volume is so well received; there is detectable in "Self Criticism" 

a fear of his failure to grow as a poet. He published no prose 

pronouncements to demonstrate conclusively the truth of any of these 

factors, but surely they represent reasonable surmise. For a variety 

of reasons he comes to believe that his singing is not as effective 

as he has hoped and been led to hope, and after 1935 he virtually 

stops singing. 

It is no simple task to arrive at a critically objective 

judgment of Cullen's poetry, because the student of his work must 

necessarily be affected by the man--by his intelligence, his sensit

ivity, his idealism, his vulnerability, his pervasive and fair-minded 

sense of race that was bound to lead to deep frustration. Ultimately, 

however, admiration for the human being aside, a literary evaluation 

of Cullen's poetry shows it to be seriously flawed; which is to 

say that in strictly literary terms, his lack of self-confidence 

is based on a more accurate perception than he himself is able to 

articulate. It is convenient to enumerate six damaging weaknesses 

in the corpus of his poetry, though obviously the number is somewhat 

arbitrary since the items in any such list must be interrelated; 



some of these have been touched upon earlier and are demonstrated 

by the quotations from his verse already presented. First, Cullen 

totally rejects the use of new techniques in his poetry, though he 

began to compose just a couple of decades after the French Symbolist 

phenomenon and a few years after the English and American Imagists 

put what may be the most characteristic stamp on modern poetry; he 

writes as if he has never heard of Pound, and Eliot, and the people 

upon whom they exert influence. This is most assuredly not to insist 

that a poet must be a faddist or that a contemporary poet must in 

some sense derive from his recent seminal predecessors; it is to say 

that a man is ordinarily a better poet for infusing his work with 

something of the poetry of his time, of the artistic nuance of his 

time, even though he may have a strong affinity for traditional verse. 

A poet who moves backward a century to find his poetic models runs 

the risk of writing fossil poetry unless he takes something of the 

current intellectual vitality back with him, or unless he can write 

better hundred-year-old poems than those of the poets he emulates. 

It would be rash to say that Cullen is a John Keats; he is only an 

imitator of John Keats. There are poets of Cullen's time whom he 

admires who are conventional poets but who speak to a modern audience 

in a mode that is modern for all its conventionality—Robinson, say, 

or Frost. Yet the means of their achievement either eludes Cullen 

or else he is not interested. 

Second, and closely related to the first point, when he 

does identify himself with Keats, technically or thematically, the 
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comparison works to Cullen's distinct disadvantage—and his poems 

imply an awareness of this disparity. Often when he reaches for the 

rich, consciously aesthetic, colorful description of which Keats 

was capable, his poem comes out gilded, or self-consciously florid, 

or purple. The lines from "On the Mediterranean Sea," from Copper 

Sun are not untypical; in a poem dated July 10, 1944, "La Belle, La 

Douce, La Grande," one of the last 6"f his published poems, he portrays 

Charles De Gaulle in these terms: 

Nay, even now, look up, see fall 
As on Elisha Elija's shawl, 
Joan's mantle on the gaunt De Gaulle: 
New knight of France, great paladin, 
Behold him sally forth to win 
Her place anew at freedom's hand, 
A place for France: la belle, la douce, la grande. 

As is apparent from the discussion in Chapter III of Cullen's having 

a feeling for death walking close on the heels of happiness, occasion

ally even in the guise of happiness, he certainly lacks the subtlety 

of Keats in dealing with such a delicate matter. There remains 

to be pondered what Cullen would have become artistically had he 

not been bent on becoming a twentieth-century reincarnation of John 

Keats. 

The four weaknesses in Cullen's verse not yet mentioned, all 

of them sharply damaging, may be cited in quick succession; three 

recur with cruel regularity through the poems, and all four can be 

48. On These I Stand, pp.170-171. 



illustrated conveniently with reference to a single piece, the long 

narrative poem "The Black Christ." He has an uncontrolled tendency 

^ 49 
to use cliche; for example, the introduction to "The Black Christ, 

which in total reads unfortunately like a remake of remakes of the 

beginnings of Paradise Lost, starts as follows: 

God's glory and my country's shame, 
And how one man who cursed Christ's name 
May never fully expiate 
That crime till at the Blessed Gate 
Of Heaven He meet and pardon me 
Out of His love and charity; 
How God, who needs no man's applause, 
For love of my stark soul, of flaws 
Composed, seeing it slip, did stoop^Q 
Down to the mire and pick me up,... 

And on he goes in the poem's galloping tetrameter couplets. Granted 

that in a poem about the destruction and resurrection of a Christian 

martyr written in this century it is difficult to sound original, 

it is nevertheless incumbent upon the poet to use language fresher 

than this. As in the case of the other flaws, "The Black Christ" 

only provides a common example, but, of course, even a cursory per

usal of the body of his work demonstrates the ubiquity of weaknesses 

His verses are cliche-ridden right down to the last of his published 

poems. He begins "Dear Friends and Gentle Hearts" with the common

place : 

49. Noted, too, by Margaret Perry, p.21. 

50. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p.50. 



We open infant eyes 
Of wonder and surprise 
Upon a world all strange and new, 
Too vast to please our childish view, 
Yet love bends down and trust imparts.... 

And he opens the second stanza of this late poem by tritely speaking 

of the time of life, "When on the western rim/ Of time the sun grows 

51 
dim,..." Cullen is capable of composing fresh, crisp lines; not 

all belief in his potential sprang from extra-literary considerations 

But the preponderance of his verse does ring familiar to a reader; 

the thoughts have been said frequently in a way that has been simi

larly and at least as well expressed. As Audrey Bowser, reviewer 

of The Black Christ and Other Poems in the Amsterdam News, November 

13, 1929, says, while recognizing Cullen1s occasional mastery of the 

felicitous phrase, the lines of real originality and value are 

"scattered and fitful, like bits of gold glinting in a vein of quartz 

Almost ten years later, another commentator seeks to mitigate this 

view, finding greatness in Cullen, "not because all his poems are 

,.52  

great, but because in all of them is the germ of greatness." An 

unsubstantiated judgment such as this last one is questionable at 

best; but even if it were true, it really addresses itself only to 

his potential. The oak becomes great only when the acorn succeeds 

in growing. 

51. On These I Stand, p.163, 

52. Margaret McCormack, "Countee Cullen," Interracial Review 
(May 1939), p.74. 
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Another deficiency in Cullen's work, the fourth in the present 

enumeration, is his failure sometimes to know the point at which to 

53 
end a poem. Mark Van Doren apprehends this fault in his review 

of Color, "Countee Cullen Commences," in the Herald Tribune Review 

of Books, January 10, 1926: he criticizes Cullen for beating the 

prefatory poem, "To You Who Read My Book," far too thin, and warns, 

"If Mr. Cullen faces any danger, it is this—that he shall call facility 

a virtue rather than the aspect of a virtue." The poem to which 

Van Doren particularly refers takes four-and-a-half pages and fourteen 

stanzas to remind the reader that death is inevitable and that he 

should remember the book when Cullen is gone, for the poet will live 

in his work. After stating the position several times in various 

other ways—the notion of immortality through art, in which Cullen 

often likes to seek comfort--the poem ends: 

When the dreadful Ax 
Rives me apart, 

When the sharp wedge cracks 
My arid heart, 

Turn to this book 
Of the singing me 

For a springtime look 
At the wintry tree. 

Say, "Thus it was weighed 
With flower and fruit, 

Ere the Ax was laid 
Unto its root. 

Though the blows fall free 
On a gnarled trunk now, 54 

Once he was a tree with a blossomy bough." 

53. So, too, does Miss Dinger, p.17. 

54. Color, pp. xvi-xvii. 
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One wishes fervently in reading "The Black Christ" that the brother-

narrator would get on with the story—which, as in the treatment 

of the mother'3 faith and the lynch scene, has forceful impact in 

places--and cease his long-winded religious doubt, love of spring, 

and reluctance to accept the fact of his palpably resurrected brother. 

It is difficult to think of one of Cullen's longer poems, including 

some of the better ones ("The Shroud of Color," for example, in Color) 

that does not tend to be verbose, that could not benefit from a 

tightening up. The single exception, quite remarkably, is his trans

lation of Medea,which suffers from precisely the opposite kind 

of problem. While he remains faithful to the spirit and detail of 

the play, he so attenuates the speeches of the main characters and 

of the chorus that shades of motivation and the ramification of 

actions are clouded or lost. 

One further flaw in Cullen's verse that should be mentioned--

a relatively minor one because it occurs in the few poems in which 

characterization is important, especially "Ihe Black Christ"—is his 

56 
inconsistency in defining characters through dialogue. Jim, the 

brother who is eventually to be martyred in the poem, is made to 

express in the manner of an illiterate his lack of faith caused by 

55. In The Medea and Some Poems, pp.3-64. 

56. A criticism of "The Black Christ" in Opportunity, VII 
(March 1930), 93, also observes this weakness. 
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the brutality of the white man: "Likely there ain't no God at all;..*" 

A page later, he is capable of couching his bitterness in terms 

befitting a disaffected graduate student: 

"I have a fear," he used to say, 
"This thing may come to me some day. 
Some man contemptuous of my race 
And its lost rights in this hard place, 
Will strike me down for being black. 
But when I answer I'll pay back 
The late revenge long overdue 
A thousand of my kind and hue. 
A thousand black men, long since gone 
Will guide my hand, stiffen the brawn, 
And speed one life-divesting blow 
Into some granite face of snow."^? 

There is a point at which a poet abuses his poetic license to the 

extent that he makes it awkward for even a willing reader to suspend 

his disbelief. The passage is not only inconsistent with other dia

logue, but with the abrupt and incredible acceptance of gentle faith 

that comes later in the poem. Assuredly, however, the passage does 

have considerable strength in itself—and a vehemence more in tune 

with the attitude of McKay, or later of Jones, or Cleaver and the 

Panthers than of the usually more gentle Cullen. 

The sixth flaw in Cullen's poetry is his twisting of syntax 

or adding of syllables that contribute nothing to sense in order 

to maintain the utmost rigidity of rhyme and metrical patterns—a 

fault that, like all the others, can be laid to his need to fulfill 

his affinity for the conventionally "poetic," that is, what in modern • 

57. The Black Christ and Other Poems, pp.77-78. 
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poetry is widely thought of as artificiality in poetry. Interestingly, 

toward the end of his life, when he was teaching at the Frederick 

Douglass Junior High School in New York City, Cullen was pressured 

into tutoring classes in creative writing, which to him meant poetry 

almost exclusively; in an article he wrote for the journal of the 

New York City Board of Education, he advances the view of poetry 

he held at that time, and his veneration of rhyme seems to have 

abated, either because he truly has come to believe that rhyme is 

not as crucial as he earlier supposed or because he is trying to 

placate pupils who are shy of poetry: 

I hastened to explain that rhyme, though extremely ornamental 
and an indication of more than ordinary versatility was not 
absolutely necessary to the writing of a good poem.... 
When I suggested that what one had to say, and the vigor, 
or beauty or imaginative qualities of the language went a^g 
long way toward making a poem, I won them over--half way. 

Soft-pedal the need for rhyme as he may in the article, however, 

he goes on to explain how he nourished the embryo poets with 

A Child's Garden of Verses because of "the straightforwardness 

of the verses, the easy appropriateness of the rhymes...." So 

even in theory, his concentration on rhyme never greatly slackens; 

in actual practice the concentration on rhyme, as well as on 

regularity of rhythm, is always intense, often to the detriment 

of the poetry (it is to be recalled that there is but a single instance 

58. Cullen, "The Development of Creative Expression," High 
Points in the Work of the High Schools of New York City, XXV (September 
1943), 26-32. 
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on record of his straying from the pattern, and that poem is composed 

in his high school days). While it is true that his zealous commitment 

to rhyme does make him often an excellent rhymer, it is also true 

that he will work as hard as he must—sometimes too laboriously--

to make a rhyme. The successful rhymes speak for themselves all 

through the poetry, but one feels him straining when he is less 

successful—and one is embarrassed by the inversion for rhyme's sake 

in a poem such as "Therefore, Adieu," mentioned earlier: 

I knew, indeed, the straight unswerving track the sun • 
Took to your face (as other ecstacies) 
Yet I had thought some faith to me in them; they run 
From me to you as fly to honey, bees. 

Many of the problems discussed here are exhibited in The 

Ballad of the Brown Girl. It should be first said that it is to Cullen' 

credit, that whatever the version or versions of the frequently 

reprinted ballad he was familiar with, Cullen's treatment is more 

dramatic than those presented, for example, in two standard ballad 

collections, The Oxford Book of Ballads and The Ballad Book.^ 

He follows one or more of a group of variants*^ that introduce both the 

scheming character of Lord Thomas's mother and the event of the 

wedding, which allows him to bring all the characters together in 

59. The Black Christ and Other Poems, p. 44. 

60. See footnote 29 of Chapter II for reference to both of these 
ballads anthologies. 

61. Matthew John Calder Hodgart, The Ballads (London, New York, 
Melbourne, Sydney, Capetown: Hutchinson's University Library, 1950), 
pp. 88-95 and 104-108, provides a full and interesting account of the 
variations of the ballad, which he refers to as "Lord Thomas and Fair 
Annet"; he does not refer to Cullen's rendition. 
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close proximity; they give a name to the hero, who goes nameless in 

some earlier versions. In neither The Oxford Book of Ballads nor The 

Ballad Book does the mother appear as a character, nor does the 

wedding scene take place. Moreover, in the former source there is no 

fair-skinned rival to the Brown Girl; in the latter there is brief allusion 

to a lighter-skinned lover chosen by the dying man: "He for another 

fair pretty maid/ Me left and passed me by." Cullen was attracted 

by variations in which the racial issue was implied, and however 

it appeared in earlier versions, he makes it central to his pre

sentation of the ballad. The Brown Girl is far more vindictive in 

some variants than in Cullen (she may refuse the dying lover her 

help and even laugh), but he does retain the pride she has always 

shown, and so he wins a good deal of sympathy for her. More 

effective, too, is Cullen's following the versions in which Lord 

Thomas kills the Brown Girl; in some of the earlier versions she 

lives to dance on her dead lover's grave. But, though Cullen's 

ballad strives to develop an important theme that previous versions 

miss or skim over, that of miscegenation, it is doubtful that it 

requires the fifty stanzas he gives it (the Oxford version, with 

its directness of language, runs, to ten stanzas, that of The 

62 
Ballad Book to fifteen ). Again, it is in his desire to be "poetic" 

62. In Hodgart's own collection, The Faber Book of Ballads 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1965), pp.122-126, "Lord Thomas and 
Fair Annet" does go on for as many as thirty stanzas. 
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that he writes on and goes astray. True, he is undoubtedly follow

ing sources, but this scarcely excuses the use of such cliches as 

those with which he describes Lord Thomas: "His eyes were ringed 

6 3 
for want of sleep;/ His heart was troubled sore." True, he is 

attempting to infuse a sense of antiquity into the poem, but this 

scarcely pardons his use of extra feet, in "withered" and "shuddered, 

for example, to sustain prosodic regularity. And there is nothing 

that can exculpate him, in his wish to be "poetic," from the 

creation of lines in a tragic ballad that are awkwardly, pathetically 

funny. To execute the Brown Girl, Lord Thomas grabs her long hair 

and: 

He pulled it till she swooned for pain, 
And spat a crimson lake; 
He pulled it till a something snapped 
That was not made to break." 

And Cullen evokes an uncomfortable chortle again in the way he des

cribes the action of Lord Thomas after his throttling of the Brown 

Girl for her stabbing of his fair-skinned bride: "And then he hugged 

66 
himself and grinned,/ And laughed, 'Ha, ha,' for glee...." 

But Cullen is often better than that, and it would be patently 

unfair to appraise his total work on the basis of such aberrant 

performance. There are the good early poems of Color to take into 

account, "Yet Do I Marvel," "Atlantic City Waiter," "Heritage" (which 

63. The Ballad of the Brown Girl, p.l 

64. Ibid., pp.9 and 10. 

65. Ibid., p.8. 

66. Ibid., p.10. 



may be another of the poems that could have benefited from tight

ening), the epitaphs; there are the well-wrought, sonnets toward the 

end of The Medea and Some Poems; and there are crystalline poems 

or parts of poems in between. Who, then, is closer to the truth 

about the poetry of Countee P. Cullen: Dudley Fitts, who, in an 

article in the New York Times, February 23, 1947, looks back on 

Cullen's life, now ended, and asks rhetorically whether his poetic 

ability is "ever more than a skill at echoing the poetic attitudes 

of the late Victorian and Georgian past? Is not this verse pretty 

\ 

thoroughly undergraduate...?" Certainly, as has been demonstrated, 

there is much of Cullen in this view; there would be much more if 

Fitts were to join "Keatsian Romantic" to the epithets "Victorian" 

and "Georgian." Or is Alfred Kreymborg more accurate in his assess

ment of Cullen as "an authentic poet, some of whose lyrics vie with 

6 7 
the fruit of America, regardless of color or extraction" —which 

is akin to the judgment of Hiss Dinger: 

At his death Cullen was recognized by many critics as 
a poet of true worth. Though many people deplored the fact 
that a talent so real should have been lost in early death 
before having had a chance to develop fully, almost everyone 
is ready to grant him a distinguished place in American 
literature. Without a doubt the world is richer because 
Cullen lived.68 

67. Our Singing Strength (New York: Coward-McCann Inc., 
1929), p.376. 

68. Dinger, p.19. 
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Richer, yes, but how much richer? It must finally be said that 

the pronouncements of Kreymborg and Miss Dinger are of the sort 

that try, for extra-critical reasons, to elevate Cullen above the 

point at which his poetry will sustain him. He appears in most 

anthologies of Negro poetry published during and since his lifetime, 

but is excluded from many anthologies of American poetry—not because 

of his race,but because his poetry is not sufficiently good to 

make him less obscure in the whole spectrum of American poetry of 

this century. Kreymborg and Miss Dinger are partly right, of 

course, but there is too much validity in Fitts's evaluation for them 

to be entirely believed. It is not practicable to keep a tally 

sheet on a poet on which all of his poems are given plus or minus 

ratings, but the present study has shown, using examples illustrative 

of Cullen's poetry, that to read it is an enriching experience, but 

that it is not to take away a treasure of the first magnitude. 

There is no universal basis on which to argue that his poetry is 

second-rate or third- or fourth-; it can only be said with the force 

of evidence that the poetry is not first-rate, though it has its 

first-rate moments. 

Beyond any list of specific charges that can be laid 

against Cullen's poetry, in the main it must be said to lack "soul," 

whether that term is used in the more limited sense associated with 

Afro-American culture, or in a broader sense that entails a quality 
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that any literature may have. In the context of black American 

life, the word may be understood in this way: 

Not only do the unlettered [blacks], use it, but the Ph.D. 
as well. Not only adults, but children. Although there is 
a good deal of variation in the way that individuals express 
it, there is common consent as to its deep intuitive, 
ethnic meaning. It has the historical specificity of our 
black lives here: a certain kind of walk ("Ooh-ba-ditty, 
you walk so pretty" or "walk that walk"), a certain kind 
of talk, of gesture and dance, of attitude.̂ 9 

Cullen finds it difficult to "walk that walk," even though he may 

admire an Atlantic City waiter who does move with it. Cullen often 

experiences the world with the shudder of the black man who is exposed 

to mindless indignities and who sometimes cries out against them. 

The body of his poetry, however,—though not every individual poem— 

lies in the limbo where the tendency to outrage strives with the 

tendency to conciliate, to acquiesce, to want to be accepted in 

white America. The poetry is mannered, with the manners of what 

Cullen takes to be a traditional genteel white man, but what is 

really a dated literary tradition of what English literature—and so 

most of his work can have little "soul," in the black sense. And 

because it is so mannered, though there are strong poems and parts of 

ones, the sound so often interferes with the sense in the corpus of 

his poetry, the flesh and bones are so frequently obtrusive, that 

the poetry lacks "soul" in a broader literary meaning, as well. That 

69. Mercer Cook and Stephen E. Henderson, The Militant Black 
Writer in Africa and the United States (Madison, Milwaukee, and London: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1969), p.116. 
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is, while the reader is aware of a tortured soul reaching out for 

salvation, he is also so aware of the sensuous surface and stylistic 

devices that are a part of the poetry, that the feeling is made to 

seem secondary. 

David Littlejohn has uttered a more succinct judgment of 

Cullen's accomplishments and limitations than anyone else who has 

assayed his work briefly and without bias: 

Countee Cullen is a queer twentieth-century example 
of an English traditionalist, "loving the measured line 
and skillful rhyme," a good example of what becomes of 
a talent too rooted in the past. He could carve easily 
metered, run-on lines with a sophisticated and polished 
placing of words, an exact and unforced precision of 
accent, in the best manner of Tennyson or Keats. He 
could actually build sonnets, sonnets that worked, crisply 
and easily, on the stock sixteenth-century Renaissance 
love themes; little Herricky trifles on enrubied and 
palpitant hearts; or ballad-measure stanzas of a tired 
young aesthete's longing for death. He believed in Beauty, 
sang to Shelley and Keats ("And you and I shall we be 
still,/ John Keats, while Beauty summons us"), and alto
gether summons up the image of a flowing-tie, nineteenth-
century poet. As the earlier Negro versemakers were bad 
nineteenth-century poets, Cullen was a fairly good one. 

But there are limitations to such precious, archaic 
skills. The diction (e.g., "sable breast") is bound to 
seem at times simply false. The style, so inadequately 
suited to his contemporary or even commonplace subjects, 
forces one to regard him not as an honest spokesman, but 
as a detached exquisite, a builder of poems, crafting 
eloquent little reliquaries for his themes. The race-
protest poems, in particular, come out sounding too frail 
and wood-windy, too mellow and suave. He had sipped of 
the New Harlem wine, and tried very hard to insist on 
his own "pagan blood"; but the false primitivism, the 
hopeful, distant assertion of his Congo heritage is 
unpleasantly clear 

70. David Littlejohn, Black on White: A Critical Survey 
of Writing by American Negroes (New York: The Viking Press, 1966), 
pp. 55-56. 
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Sincerity alone does not make excellent poetry, but it should be 

stressed that anything "false" in Cullen's poetry is not false by 

design; Cullen spoke always in as sincere an artistic voice as he 

could, and if the sound of that voice fails to ring true it is because 

his aesthetic sensibility honestly does not allow him to speak 

according to the expectations of a twentieth-century audience. 

There is an interesting and ironic exception to this last 

observation. It would be more precise to specify that it is a 

twentieth-century American audience that Cullen*s poetry in large 

measure evades, since there is evidence that his work finds genuine 

sympathy among black African writers. Perhaps because of their 

tradition-oriented education (often by religious orders) and perhaps 

because of their physical distance from centers of poetic experi

mentation—Paris, London, New York, Black Mountain, San Francisco— 

the Africans have been less receptive to innovation than, say, 

Americans or Britons. The black South African novelist Peter 

Abrahams, for instance, in an autobiographical volume quotes from 

Cullen's poem "From the Dark Tower" (Copper Sun, p.3): "We shall 

not always plant while others reap..."; Abrahams comments simply 

and directly, "A man called Countee Cullen said that to me. And this 

man loved John Keats in a way I understood."^ The irony resides in 

the fact that Cullen searched for communion with the homeland of his 

71. Peter Abrahams, Tell Freedom (London: Faber and Faber, 1954), 
p. 196. 
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ancestors, in such poems as "Heritage," and was eventually unable 

to really achieve it, while the Africans have reached in the 

opposite direction, to the black man in America, and have found 

inspiration in him. Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal, in a 

speech at Howard University, September 28, 1966, praised various 

men associated with the Harlem Renaissance for instilling in black 

Africans the racial pride that led to political freedom. He 

mentioned 

the pioneer thinkers who lighted our road in the years 
1930-1935: Alain Locke, W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Gervey.... 
And [I should also like] to render well-deserved homage to 
the poets whom we translated and recited, and in whose 
steps we tried to follow: Claude McKay, Jean Toomer, 
Countee Cullen, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, 
Sterling Brown.72 

For an American audience in the twentieth century, Cullen's 

poetry is the record of a distraught man sailing the only course 

he knows to reconcile his artistic code with very real, mundane, 

human problems, and feeling the water rising to the level of the 

heart before the voyage is complete—of a man too much in love with 

the wind in the sails and too little afraid of drowning even to move 

on to pounding pistons and steam. In that record is implied both 

the brutal fee the black man has been made to pay for his journey 

in American literature and the immeasurable literary cost to America 

herself. 

• in i y 

72. Quoted in Cook and Henderson, p.12. 
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